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CntBnntruNc 25 vsl^ns
Founding Principals Ed
Kittrell and Ge orge Garl.ock

proudly announce that
KGA has been recognked

as Nevada Architectural
Firm of the Year, the high-
est honor awardcd by the

American Institute of
Arc hile c ts, N ev ada Chapte r.

ADVERTISEMENT

GARt
SOCIATE

In 1975 two young men had a vision for a firm that would contribute to
their profession as well as to their growing community. 25 years later this
vision has become reality. Now one of the most experienced firms in
Southern Nevada, KGA has grown with the community, expanding to
meet the needs of our ever-changing city. Today KGA employs ten registered

Architects among its team of nearly sixty professionals. A full-service archi-
tectural firm, KGAprovides masterplanning, interior design, and construction

management in addition to traditional architectural services.

The firm has grown in project diversity as well as size. In a city where
business often revolves around gaming, KGA has made strong efforts to
broaden its skills to include every aspect ofthe region's built environment.
KGA has developed an extremely diverse portfolio ranging from medical

facilities and schools to casinos, post offices and office complexes, to
name only a few.

Drive down most major streets in Las Vegas and you are likely to see a

building designed by KGA. Well known completed projects include
Sunrise Hospital, the Fiesta Hotel and Casino, St. Thomas More Catholic
Church, CCSD's Advanced Technologies Academy, UNLV's Bigelow
Health Sciences Building, and any one of more than 15 area Post Offices.
KGA projects currently under construction include the City of Las Vegas

City Hall Addition and the Palms Resort and Casino.

The award-winning designs of KGA are based on the philosophy that
architecture should serve the community as well as the client. The strong

belief that architecture should reflect the community's pride and aesthetic

permeates all of KGA s designs.

While developing substantial experience regionally, the firm has never

left its roots. KGA embraces an attitude of design for the betterment of the

community, regardless of the size or scope of the project. Actively
involved in the development of architecture for the future of Southem

Nevada and the region, KGA develops architecture that reflects community
pride and historic context in addition to architectural form and function.

4170 S. Dpclrun Br-vn. Srn. B-5 . LAS Yncls, NV 89103
rELEpHoNE.702-367-6900 FAx: 702-367-2043

WWW.KGA.ARCHITECTS. COM
DAWSON SCHOOL
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.E"lWe go where no Las Vegas architecture magazine has gone

before. behind the scenes of Judgment Day.

BY BILL FOX

34 Interview
Ralph Casazza, Nevada's latest Silver l\,4edalist, on funky
architecture, restoring Reno and learning from Las Vegas.

BY ELAINE IVI ARSHALL

40 Campus Architecture
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UNLV builds a couple of winners. but the community college
remains ahead of the curve.

BY DAVlD HAY

50 Roundtable
Five great minds and one great purpose: Figure out what exactly
we've made here, in this city we call Las Vegas.

ON THE COVER_

departments
6 President's Note

AIA Las Veqas President Eric Strain opens the dialogue.

8 Letter from the Mayor
Oscar Goodman says his town ain't what it used to be, and
Archttecture Las Vegas is proof.

10 Architectural Happening.s
A tale of two galas: the A rch itecture Las Vegas kickotf and the AIA
Product show.

l3 Orientation
Reports on important projects, upcoming studies and a pretty cool

new bool<.

20 Calendar of Events
The AIA unveils its speal<ers, events and worl<shops for 2001.

a 2 Perspective
Aaron Betsky on Vegas technopolis and redeeming the city from
red-tile roofs.

Downtown's Federal

Courthouse, photog raphed

by lVlichael Plyier
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president's NOTE

Let the Dialogue Begin

FOR IVIANY YEARS TH E LAS VEGAS CHAPTER OF TH E AN/ ERICAN

Institute of Architects has endeavored to find an avenue into the print media

that would allow our members, designers, community leaders and citizens to

voice ideas and opinions on the contemporary issues facing Las Vegas. We

were seeking an arena where all ideas and opinions could be expressed and

exchanged in a healthy dialogue. We feel so fortunate to have established a

partnership with the Greenspun lVedia Group and Las Vegas Life magazlne. With the publication olArchitecture

Las Vegas, this dialogue can finally begin.

Expressed here are not the ideas of one person or one organization, but the opinions, observailons and ideas

of respected professionals, critics and writers. No, we are not saying, "Look at us, everything is wonderful.,, We

are offering to exchange ideas, and inviting you to take part. Growth, theming, suburban life, the value of awards

programs and campus design are our initial issues. We hope there will be differing opinions and ideas.

Over the years, AIA Las Vegas has provided numerous opportunities for professional advancement, but the

discussion of how architecture is shaping this valley has largely been Ieft to the coverage of hotel-casino open-

ings. Each resort that opens creates a place to go-a fantasy of what might be, or what is, in some foreign land.

But what about this place we call home? What about the sense of tradition for this valley, or our sense of place?

What inherent qualities are there in this deser! in its earliest inhabitants, its geological formations, that could

be used to shape the fabric of our communities? Should we be using other cities as models, or should we begin to

create hybrids of form based on the unique time and place in which we live? Las Vegas is an international city.

We are looked at, visited, critiqued and explored by people from all over the world. Can this be for reasons other

than theming or gaming?

We are building at an alarming pace. (A new school opens every 30 days!) But we need to ask, .'What are

we building?" And at what future cost are we building these structures? Are our buildings 0bsolete as soon as

they open? Are they incorporating the latest technological advances, the newest environmental and spatial

research? Are we building neighborhoods that respect and reflect their uniqueness, or cookie-cutter models we

pass without a second thought? And does it really matter? These are the types of discussions that can facilitate

the shaping of our communities.

Over the next year, AIA Las Vegas will present opportunities for further discussions through lectures, meet-

ings and seminars. It is not only in our best interest to become involved, but it is our responsibility as a profes-

sion to inform and involve the community. We must begin to include community members, local professionals and

the architecture program at U N LV. Las Vegas is facing many issues in which architects should be providing infor-

mation and guidance: the options available for housing, homelessness, neighborhood gaming, Downtown reinven-

tion and the wiring of structures for today's communications systems.

We are at a point in the development of this valley where we can begin to put aside past differences and focus

on a better tomorrow for all. Projects are in progress right now that will have tremendous impact on the devel-

opment of our community. In order to have a lasting impact on the shaping of this val ley, let us use Architecture

Las Vegas for its best purpose-the beginnings of a dialogue.

Eric Strain, president, AIA Las Vegas
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Over $300 million constructa on in 20003

..:AWARD WINNING DESIGN
Ho-Chunk Hotel and Casino, Wisconsin Dells, Wisconsin

CASINO EXECUTIVE MAGAZINE AWARD
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Terrible's Casino, Las Vegas, Nevada

t .. PA

New Palace Casino and Hotel, Biloxi, MississippiPotawatomi Bingo Casino, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Thalden Architects '.
Thalden. Boyd Architects

A Native American Firm
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The wiring guys didn't show up on time.

The specs for the in-wall speakers were
all wrong. The electronics didn't do what
the sales rep said they could. The buyers

are bent! Seems like a "killer home the-
ater" system has more than one meaning.

Trust your neK project to the profession-

als at Premiere Home Entertainment.

With over 17 years of combined audio

electronics and home theater experience,

we offer a whole new sense of merging
great home audio/video with great design

and decor using the best names and

brands in the business. And we secure

the deal with a great design participation

program...without the screws.

Please call to arrange your personal

showroom appointment todayl

PRtttlrrRt
[lome Intertainment

2300 N. Rainbow Blvd.
(one block north of the

Best ln The West Shopping Center)

877-0/222
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A Cow Town Gomes of Age

AS SOTMEONE WHO APPRECIATES OUTSTANDING ARCHITECTURE,

I am very happy to congratulate you on the launch of your bold new magazine.

As little as five years ago/ ventures such as yours would have been unthink-

able. Who would have thought that Las Vegas had a population capable of sus-

taining a magazine about architecture? Good booze and gambling, yes. But

arch itectu re?

Students of architecture may recall Leon l(rier, reacting to an earlier analysis that praised the architecture

of the Strip, thundering, "There is nothing to be learned from Las Vegas except that it constitutes a widespread

operation of trivialization."

I do not know that lVlr. l(rier would react any differently today, but he would almost certainly have to admit

that we are a different city, replete with our own store of architectural gems-and more yet to be mined. We are

not the cow town we once were. We have a population that yearns to have its aesthetic and cultural needs met.

In many ways, architecture reflects a community's cultural standards and sense of identity. We deserve to be sur-

rounded by beautiful buildings. We are not content to settle for mediocrity.

IVlany of you may understand that my dream for this Valley focuses on reinvigorating Downtown Las Vegas.

It is where the city began. It is where the railroad subdivided the town and auctioned off lots in 1905/ creating

a community out of the desert sand. It is there that I stake my own legacy because I feel Downtown needs to be

something so much more special.

Downtown's skyline is changing for the better. The nation's most beautiful federal courthouse-and I have

seen many courthouses in my 36 years as a criminal defense attorney-opened in September on Las Vegas

Boulevard. I invite everyone to take an up-close look at this imposing $97 million structure (pictured on the cover

of this magazine) with its huge metallic canopy and 200-ton steel stall<.

Stretching west from there along Lewis Avenue, several other buildings are going up-including the first Class

A office tower built downtown in a quarter century.

IVly friends over at the Clark County Government Center can be proud of their six-story sandstone home at

Grand Central Parkway and Bonneville Avenue. It truly is a wonderful sight for those driving through the

Spaghetti Bowl. But its true beauty cannot be appreciated unless you examine it closely. It contains a wonderful

amphitheater and a spectacular atrium, which hosts rotating exhibits. Unfortunately for the exhibits, the atrium

itself often steals the show.

Just north of the Government Center rests 61 acres that the City of Las Vegas is acquiring. We will seek pro-

posals to have it developed. Whatever we put there will be nothing less than spectacular-that I promise you. The

architecture we see at work at the Government Center has set the standard for the development of the city's 61

acres, which I consider "the greatest piece of urban real estate in the country," and the rest of the land sur-

rounding that site.

So Las Vegas is a very different place than it was just five years ago. Architecture Las Vegas is proof of that.

I wish it all the best, and hope that it creates greater recognition of the importance of superb architecture-what

it Iends to the view we have of ourselves as a community and to our quality of life.

ARCHITECTURE LAS VEGAS

0scar B. Goodman, mayor, City of Las Vegas
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JMA ARCHITECTURE
STUDIOS

COMMERCIAL. HOSPITALITY. HEALTH CARE'GOVERNMENT'EDUCATION'INTERIOR DESIGN

101 50 Covington Cross Drive . Las Vegas, Nevada 89144 . Phone: (702) 731-2033 . Fax (702) 731-2039' www.jmaarch.com

PLANNING . ARCHITECTURE. INTERIOR DESIGN
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The AIA Las Vegas Product Show revealed its glories, booth after booth. lVlore than 100 exhibitors from the residential and

commercial building industry filled a qoodly portion of the Riviera's Royal Pavillon. Sponsors of the daylong event were

l\4odernfold of Nevada and Jaynes Corporation. Pictured from left to right are: (6) Bob Weber, Glen Ashworth, Laura Jane

Spina and Steve Carpenter; (7) Lisa Dove and Linda Hopton; (8) frIil<e Heisler, Ron Huff and John Diaz; (9) Bob Warner,

LalVar Noorda and Gary Howletq (10) Rob Davis, Carol Coleman and Dan Cantley; (11) Gary Evangelista, Cesar Solorzano

and Fidel Solano; (12) Denise and Tim Fleming; (13) Nelson Steinmentz, Gary Vogel and John Wright (14) Jerry IVlicili,

Henry Sknoieczny and Rachel 0 Neill; and (15) Ed Forlan i, Clifton lVarshall, l(athy Wilson and Paige Ebeyer
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architectural u APPE NIN G s
AIA LAS VEGAS'ARCHITECTURE WEEI(

The ,,Unbuilt Las Vegas: Images of Possible Places" exhibit opened AIA Las Vegas'Architecture Week 2000. Special

guests at the reception, held in U N LV's ltlletcalf Gallery, included Jeffrey l(oep, dean of the College of Fine Arts, and Jose

Gamez, assistant professor of architecture, who explained the underlying concepts of the models and architectural plans dis-

played. Architects Henry Skonieczny, Alexander Nevsky, Robert Gurdison and Michael Crowe joined Randy Lavigne, executive

director of AIA Nevada, and Eric Strain, president of AIA Las Vegas, in commemorating the evening. Pictured from left to

right are: (1) Wendy Lane, Robert Dorgan and Jose Gamez; (2) l(elly Lavigne and Randy Lavigne with Attila Lawrence, inter-

im director of U NLV,s School of Architecture; (3) Pedro Castellano and Lauro Urbina; (4) IVike Alcorn, Robert Gurdison,

Douglas Schneider and Adrian Jones; and (5) lVlichael Crowe.

PHOTOCRAPHY BY ROBERT KLEY
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Glitter and Rust
Can the raw design of the Guggenheims mesh with Strip fantasia to give

us a museum peace2 By scorr DIcr(ENSHEETs

PONDERING THE ADVENT OF THE VENETIAN'S DOUBLE-

barreled Guggenheims (and can we go ahead and submit to linguis-

tic inevitability and begin calling them "the Googs" now?), one can't

help but ask: What are museums-particularly in the context of the

Las Vegas Strip-supposed to be?

As designed by acclaimed Dutch architect Rem l(oolhaas, the

massive Guggenheim Las Vegas (to open in the summer) and the

compact Guggenhelm-Hermitage (spring) would appear to be this:

anti-casinos. Consider the 8,000-square-foot smaller facility-a

partnership between the Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation and

Russia's Hermitage [VIuseum-which will be built inside and out, of

rusted steel and sited next to the resort's main entrance.

Anti-casino? It's practically anti-architecture, at least as that

term is understood on the Strip in its Late Megaresort Age.

"The use of raw steel conforms to a long-held l\ilodernist bellef

that buildings should be an expression of their era," Los Angeles

Times architecture critic N icolai 0uroussoff wrote when the designs

were unveiled last fall. "The gallery will not be disguised under lay-

ers of ornamentation. Its raw beauty reminds us that we live in a postindustrial age,

not Renaissance or Baroque Venice."

The larger museum, while itwon't be visible from the street, will also be utter-

ly unlike anything else in the neighborhood. With its 70-foot ceilings and a ceiling-

mounted crane-not to mention a trench (with a removable transparent covering)

running the length of the floor-Koolhaas, winner of the 2000 Pritzker Prize, has

designed a space more akin to a hangar than the gilded temple of art most surely

expected. "ln effec! the building is a vast machine for transporting and viewing

art" 0uroussoff wrote.

A rusty steel box and a giant industrial shed inset in the fantasy architecture

of the Venetian-and, by extension, the fantasy architecture of Las Vegas

Boulevard-will certainly strike a discordant note. (That's not out of character for

the Guggenheim; these facilities will be the latest in a line of distinctive museums

that includes Frank Lloyd Wright's splral Guggenheim in New York, and Frank

Gehry's biomorphous, titanium-skinned Guggenheim in Bilbao, Spain.) Will the

Googs repudiate or complement the prevailing approach to architecture that has

made Las Vegas a design icon?

NEW Y0RK'S GUGGENHEIIV (RIGHT) ALONGSIDE 0URS: THE HERtvlITAGE (T0P] AND THE VEGAS

"Will it be a blot on the Strip? I would say no," says U N LV art historian Robert

Tracy. "lt will be different, and that fact alone will be controversial; some could

conclude that it's a blot on the Strip because it's so different. But that is also the

structure's strength. ... I think it is healthy to the life of museums to be risk-takers

rather than stagnant morgues." In fac! he sees Koolhassian style infiltrating the

Strip. "l can see the proposed monorail system, with its various stations, picking up

on the Koolhaas design," he says.

"Koolhaas' art machine is meant as an alternative to Las Vegas' own machin-

ery of seduction," 0uroussoff wrote. "lt is a courageous act."

But is it a lasting one? This city, after all, has smoothly incorporated a black-glass

pyramid, a Disney-esque castle, a fake skyline and a pipsqueak Eiffel Tower into one

all-inclusive Vegaesthetic. Can the Googs maintain their autonomy in such a co-optive

atmosphere, or will they eventually become just another megaresort come-on?

"There will be those who say [the museums] are nothing more than upscale casi-

no greeters," Tracy concludes. "But history will prove these skeptics wrong."

Scott Dickensheets is a senior editor at Las Vegas Life.
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A Book on Buildings-in Nevada, of All Places

[/IOST BOOI<S ABOUT LOCAL ARCHITECTURE CELEBRATE OR THEORIZE

what we've done here, and the writers only have eyes for the Strip. Alan Hess,

author of Viva Las Vegas: ,4fter-Hours Architecture, once told this reviewer that

there isn't much of interest here, architecturally speaking, beyond the Strip.

Those begging to differ now have a text to work from. Julie Nicoletta,s Buildings

of Alevada (0xford University Press, 945) is a tireless inventory of the state,s archi-

tectural ly intriguing structures. Addressing the state by region, it,s arranged in a won-

derfully easy-to-use, item-by-item format/ and most of those items aren,t on the Strip.

It's great fun to page through, lool<ing up buildings-from well-knowns such as the

Las Vegas Library to eyebrow-raisers such as a Downtown duplex.

Nicoletta leaves no cornerstone unturned: She finds buildings worthy of mention in

little Wellington, in Logandale, even at the Nevada Test Site. lVlany are old government

and commercial buildings, of course, some of them leftovers from the state,s various

mining heydays (the 1898 school in Wadsworth), but there are plenty of houses listed,

too (the Tudor Revival at 610 South Seventh Street), and all the expected caslnos.

Nicoletta differs from the Vegas-book norm in another significant way.

Buildings of Nevada is a guide, not a tracq her goal isn,t to shoehorn carefully

selected Vegas buildings into a snappy design philosophy. Her point seems to be

simply that Nevada has lots of interesting buildings. Consequently, while she offers

mild assessments of some buildings, she doesn't

often pass an actual judgment. She sticks to inter-

esting facts: Did you l<now Luxor was designed '.to

function as a sign directed less at motorists than at

airline passengers"? This reviewer either.

That trait sometimes makes for a curious neutrality. This is her

strongest statement about the Fremont Street Experience, one of the most conflict-

ed structures in recent memory: "lts construction has certainly compromised this

historic area of Las Vegas." 0n City Hall, that t0-story embodiment of government

turning a cold shoulder to the governed: "lt can hardly be called welcoming.,,

Certainly compromised ...? Hardly welcoming ...? Nicoletta may have achieved a

previously unknown level of understatement there.

In an era where we're used to having our every experience mediated, spun and gar-

landed with commentary/ the book occasionally leaves us hankering for some point of

view: Reading the item on Luxor, for example, we long to know what she thinks of the

damn thing. Is it a cool building? Did the extra room towers mucl< lt up? No clue.

That minor quibble eventually subsides. Nicoletta,s agenda-free approach is

probably for the best. The buildings stand on their own.

- Scott Dickensheets

14 ARCHITECTURE LAS VEGAS
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Where Public Meets Land
Las Vegan exploring designs that link built and natural environments

REBECCA TALBOTI, A STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP SPECIALIST WITH THE

U.S. Forest Service, is in residence thls academic year at the Harvard Graduate

School of Design. A native of the Paclfic Northwes! she recently transferred to Las

Vegas to coordinate efforts among local federal land management agencies-

National Park, Fores! Fish and Wildlife, and B LlVl-in developing stronger con-

nections between the community and the surrounding natural areas.

Talbottwas instrumental in creating the 0utside Las Vegas Foundation, a new

partnership bridging the private-government divide to ensure the stewardship of

public lands. Her seminal work in this area is based on the precept that .'a new par-

adigm of public land management is required, in which government evolves from

the doer ofall things to the facilitator." This, she says, will provide "an opportuni-

ty to engage people in a manner that transcends to a sense of personal responsibil-

ity, ownership and advocacy for these resources."

With a new role for government and the increased demand for recreation, Talbott

has been concerned with the linl<ages between people and place-between the boom-

ing built environment and the natural environment. "The great strength of the public

lands surrounding Las Vegas," she says, "is that they provide an array of experiences,

from primitive, unconfined solitude and wilderness to

highly developed, such as Boulder Beach." A l<ey ele-

ment to handling this diversity is design: "Looking at

the broader levels of scale, mapping recreational opportunities, addressing how peo-

ple move through the landscape, quality facility design that meets varied needs.,,

Talbott is using the rich resources at Harvard to further develop these concepts.

The Loeb Fellowships in Advanced Environmental Studies annually provide a

stipend of $25,000 (plus housing and other benefits) to t0 midcareer professionals

who are commited to "shaping urban and natural spaces that are attractive, func-

tional, civil and broadly accessible to all people."

There are more than 100 applications annually, but the GSD is actively seeking

greater participation from the mountain west region. "They are really intrigued by

us," says Talbott, the first fellow from Nevada. "Las Vegas is a place they love to

hate. They cannot fathom that we might be interested in such things.,,

Full information is available on the website (wvvw.gsd.harvard.edul/oebfe/D or

by talking with fellowship coordinator Sally Young at (617) 495-9345.

- Christopher Hagen

Itr ARCH]TECTURE LAS VEGAS
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New and Notahle
Courthouse honors . . . A new gateway to Downtown . . . A bigger Stratosphere

HCA-DWORSKY HAS WON TWO AWARDS FOR ITS WORI( ON THE NEW

Lloyd D. George Federal Courthouse: Southwest Contractor lWagazine's Best of

2000 and the General Services Administration Design Award. Last year, the project

team, a joint effort between HCA Architects of Las Vegas and Dworsky Associates

of Los Angeles, won in the Unbuilt category of the AIA Las Vegas Design Awards.

The building itself (pictured) has opened the door to revitalizing Downtown, and

other projects are falling in line.

The much-heralded Neonopolis is finally under way, and l(itchell Contractors

should have it open by early spring o+ 2002. The building is designed by Reginald

Yee of RTI(L Associates Inc., Los Angeles. The total project cost for Neonopolis and

an adjacent city-built garage is estimated at $100 million.

J It/A Architecture Studios, with interior-design manager Jonelle Vance, has

directed a "complete architectural modification" of the 25-year-old Bank of

America Plaza's lobby and common areas-changing the color scheme and materi-

als for a brighter, classier "Class A' office look. Construction of the $6.5 million

project, by Crissi, is expected to be completed in early January.

Denver developer Bill Pauls will give Downtown a new Class A office buildins-

the first in a quarter century. City Center Place, with its 110,000 square feet and

$20 million price tag, will open early in the third quarter at Fourth Street and

Lewis Avenue. The city, which will be making Lewis Avenue more pedestrian-friend-

ly, has erected an adjoining 580-space/ $7 million parking garage. Contractors are

l(orte Bellew and Associates for the garage, and IVlartin Harris Construction for the

offlces. J IVA designed both.

The City of Las Vegas will erect a "new gateway to downtown" on the south side

of Stewart Avenue between Las Vegas Boulevard and Fourth Street. The 30,000-

square-foot City Hall addition and seven-story parking garage is designed by

l(ittrell Garlock & Associates to "carry City Hall's unusual architecture and exist-

ing types and textures of materials to the new parl<ing structure." l(orte-Bellew &

Associates Construction Company will begln the $15 million project early this year.

The city is pursuing developers for the 61-acre Union Pacific Railroad site. This

year it also expects to acquire the historic Downtown post office on Stewart Avenue.

The parl<ing lot surrounding it will become a park for the growing number of office

worl<ers and Downtown residents, while thoughts on the building include a communi-

ty center or arts col lege.

9901 Covington Cross Drive, Suite 190. LosVegos, Nevodo 89144

Phone: {702) 8692600. lnternet: w.kbocc.com

I(BA

-Building on o foundotion of quoliry,

KORTE.BELLEW & ASSOCIATES
CONSTRUCTION CO.
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Another major project is under way at the city's

origins, Big Springs, where the Las Vegas Valley

Water District is creating the 18O-acre Las Vegas

Springs Natural Preserve. Infrastructure work will

begin next year, with completion scheduled for the

centennial celebration in 2005. The schematic design was done by a team, including

Lucchesi-Galati Architects of Las Vegas. The final design work has been broken into

six pieces, and successful bidders will be announced early this year. There will be two

main structures: a visitors center with a projected cost of $34.8 million and a "liv-

ing desert center" complex estimated at $16.2 million.

Exciting residential developments are in the offing as well. The Tom Hom Group

of San Diego is about to get under way 0n two new buildings. San Diego architect

Rob Wellington Quigley is preparing the working drawings for Will Builder

Corporation, an affiliate of Tom Hom. Construction will begin this spring. Both edi-

fices will have commercial spaces at street level, facing Las Vegas Boulevard, wlth

apartments above. Tom Hom President Will Newbern says Le 0ctaine, costing $6.7

million and located at.Gass Avenue, will have 51 units, with about 40 percent being

subsidized housing. The $15 million Kirby Lofts is at Hoover Avenue; its 300 units

will be about 75 percent "affordable" and 25 percent "market rate."

0n Gampus

There has been a flurry of activity at U N LV. Besides the Lied Library and Beam

IVusic Building (see Page 40), the following projects are in the works:

. The Tonopah Hall companion residence hall, designed by DtVJIt/ Architects, will

be completed by Clark and Sullivan Contractors at a cost of $15 million.

. Stacey Enterprises Inc. will complete a $2.5 million bookstore addition and ren-

ovation in [Vlarch, doubling the size to 20,000 square feet. Carpenter Sellers

Associates designed the blending of the two to provide a "new look."

. The Lynn Bennett Early Childhood Education Center is the next campus proj-

ect. Four architects have entered a competition to design the 20,000-square-foot

building with a project budget of $5 million. Bidding will be in the fall of 2001,

with scheduled completion a year later.

Hospitality

By the end of the year PCL Construction Services will complete the 1.3 million-

square-foot $150 million Convention and Visitors Authority project. The Domingo

Cambeiro Corporation-designed addition will arch over Desert Inn Road, bringing

the Convention Center to 3.1 million square feet.

Two hotel-casinos generaled by Perini Building Company are scheduled to open

late this year. John Jerde of Venice Beach, who designed Bellagio and Treasure

Island, is architect of the IVlaloof family's new venture, the Palms on West Flamingo

Road. The 471-room complex, opening December 12, will cost $265 million and

feature a I,200-seat concert hall and 14-screen IIVIAX theater. lts 42 stories will

make it our tallest hotel.

The second Perini project is the as-yet-unnamed $275 million joint venture

between Station Casinos and America Nevada Corporation in Green Valley Ranch.

The Friedmutter Group has designed the 40-acre site to include a 54,000-square-

foot casino, 200 rooms and the customary Station restaurant and theater ancillar-

ies. Glenn Christenson, chief financial officer for Station, has called this "the crown

jewel of the Green Valley master plan-more upscale than our other properties."

Our name has changed...

I
ilekksr/PerichlHolmes/$ahatini

but our commitment to EXCELLENCE in design and service is as strong es evcr
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This year, the Las Vegas Chapter of the American

Institute of Architects will host a variety of meetings

and events for its members and the community. AIA

[Vlembership lVleetings are informal gatherings that

provide an opportunity for members to network and

discuss activities in the architectural community, and

they are usually planned around infornrat;ve pr0-

grams. In addition, AIA Las Vegas will invite other

organizations to participate in joint meetings.

KLAI.JUBA LECTURES

l(lai-Juba Architects funds this program allowing

the UNLV School of Architecture to bring in some of

the nation's most respected design professionals to

present and dlscuss their work. Planned primarily for

the students, these Iectures are open to the public and

hosted by AIA Las Vegas. l(atrlna Ruedi, Dana Cuff

and Bernard Tschumi are three of the speal<ers sched-

uled this year.

GET OUT OF TOWN

To see what's going on in other communities, the

AIA has a "Bus Trips" series. The first one of 2001 will

be to San Diego in the spring to explore the latesl in

landscaping. For a fresh perspective on the theatrical,

a summer trlp is planned to the Utah Shakespearean

I heatre rn ueciar urty.

SPECIAL EVENTS

The AIA Las Vegas golf and putting tournaments

have become annual traditions. The Spring Putting

Tournament will be April 6, and the Fall Putting Tour-

nament will be September 7, both at Angel Park Golf

Course. The annual AIA Golf Tournament is scheduled

for June 8 at the Badlands Golf Course- I\llake reser-

vations early.

AWARDS PROGRAMS

Each year AIA Nevada salutes the finest desiqn

projects and the most important community and pro-

fessional contributions in the state through the AIA

Nevada Deslgn Awards and Service Awards Programs.

This year AIA Las Vegas will host these events, with a

banquet and awards ceremony in October.

The Intern Design Competition-launched in

January, with awards in April-will include a report

from the winner of Iast year's competition regarding

travels and experiences as the Dotcom Award winner.

THE AIA SUMMER DESIGN LECTURE SERIES

This summer, AIA members and the public will

have the opportunity to meet some of the Southwest/s

most daring and innovative design professionals and

to see their work in exhibitions. This program is made

possible through a grant from the Nevada Council on

the Arts.

ARCHITECTURE WEEK IN LAS VEGAS

Each year AIA Las Vegas designates one week to

concentrate on the importance of art, architecture and

our built environment. The next Architecture Week,

0ctober 8-13, will feature exhibits, lectures, forums,

events and activities celebrating this unique city. The

AIA Product Show on October 11 and the AIA Nevada

Design Awards Banquet on 0ctober 13 are two of the

main events.

AIA Las Vegas is the professional association for local archi-

Terts and design oro{essionals. Estaol shed in 1956, the non.

profit orqanization provides programs and events in an effort

lo increase public awareness of archltecture and the impor-

tance 0f quality design in our communities. For more informa-

tion, call 895-0936 or visit the websile, tywvl.aianevada-org.
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l(LAI-JUBA LECTURE sERIES 

April25,AIAHighschoolDesignAwards

January 16, (atrina Ruedi Program and schlllship Presentations

6 p.m., UNLV School of Architecture. 6 p'm-' UNLV School of Architecture'

March 28, Dana cuff and Garth Rockcastle May 16' Lake Mead Dinner cruise

6 p.m., UNLV School of Archltecture. June 20, AIA Night at the Las Vegas Stars

April 18, Bernard rschumi Baseball Game

February 14-18, Grassroots Leadership
Conference

Washington, D.C.

May 18-21, AIA National Convention

Denve r.

September 20-14, WMR Conlerence

Yellowstone National Park.
6 p.m., UN I V School of Architecture.

to he announced

LV School of Architecture.

fu{Eh/I BERSHIP IVI EETINGS

"The Selection Process"

discussion with Public Works Department

from Clark County, City of Las

Henderson and North Las Vegas. 11:30

luncheon. Location TBD

February 21, "Winning Design Awards"

Panel discussion with the jurors of the 2000

Design Awards Program. Reception 6 p.m.

March 28, "Ethics of Practice"

Dana Cuff and Garth Rocl<castle. Luncheon

U N LV School of Architecture. Time TBD.

July 11, "Urhan Design & Allied Member
Appreciation"

1l:30 a.m. luncheon. Location TBD.

August 15, Hard-hat tour of a current ptoject

Time and location TBD.

Septemher 19, "How to Become an Architect"

Daylong event, UNLV School of Architecture.
Time TBD.

0ctoher 10, AIA Product Show

4-8 p.m., Riviera Royale Pavilion.

November 14, Luncheon Meeting

Speaker and location TBD.

December 12, Holiday Celehration and

Installation of 0fficers

6 p.m. Locatron I ts0.

AIA SPECIAL EVENTS

April 6, Spring Putting Tournament

6:30 p.m., Angel Park.

June 8, Annual Golf Tournament

Noo', Badtands Go,f Cor.rse.

Sept. 7, Fall Putting Tournament

6:J0 0.r.., Ange Pa"[.

June-August, Summer Design Lecture Series

0ctoher 8-13, Architecture Week in Las Vegas

0ctober 13, AIA Nevada Design Awards Banquet

and Silent Auction

Architect of the Year!
The Maloof Family

We Appreciate our Relationship
Over The Last Ten Years.

For Being Selected

ca3tio rgtEl

From

on5 KGA!Con
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COMMUNITIES

GREEN VALLEY AND

GREEN VALLEY RANCH

SEVEN HILLS

DEL WEBB'S ANTHEM

SUMMERLIN

ELooRRoo

LYNBRooK

SPRING MoUNTAIN/

PINE MEADoWS

CLIENTS

AMERICAN NEvRoR CoRPoRATIoN

SILVER CRtrtyott PRRrneRsutp

DEL WEBB COMMUNITIES, INC.

PARDEE CorrrstRucrroru CouplNy

D.R. HoRToN

MoRGAN.STANLEY

KAUFMAN & BRono

O.B. CoNSTRUCTIoN

MARTIN-HARRIS CoustRUcTIoN

R/S DEVELoPMENT CoMPANY

CoNcoRDIA HoMES

GOTH tNG, tNC.
LANDSCAPE, RADING, MAINTENANCE

NEVADA
4565 West Nevso Drive

Las Vegas, NV 891 03

702 252 7017

7O22527031 fax

Lic. #0028435. #0050633

ARIzoNA
4620 E. Elwood 5t., Ste.7

Phoenix, AZ 85040

602 470 1711

602 557 7a79 fax

Lic. #098683. #098707

CALIFoRNIA
27502 Avenue Scott

Valencia, CA 91 355

661 257 1266

66"1 257 7749 fax

Lic.#457786

362 Mulberry Drive

San Marcos, CA 92069

760 410 1700

760 410 560'l fax

Lic.#457786
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competitions have been held throughout America at local, state, regional and national levels, and

you,d think that by now someone would have figured out how to get around their biggest draw-

back: the lack of local contextforthe buildings beingjudged.0r, as Herbert fuluschamp, the pre-

eminent architectural writer, put it recently in The New York Times, perhaps the term "context" legitimizes buildings that merely copy their surroundings, and a better

iterm misht be "relational,, design, which allows for structures that may be startlingly different from their neighbors, but nonetheless make sense in place.

I

I ruevada, of course, poses some severe contextual problems; the urban fabrics of Las Vegas and Reno, the cities from which the majority of the 64 projects were sub-

I

imitted to the 2000 American Institute of Architects Design Awards, are pastiches of radical styles far beyond that found in many other places. 0ne of the world's largest

Iffino,.,r, which may be dressed to evoke Renaissance Italy or contemporary New York, will sit near industrial warehouses, seedy motels left over from the 1950s and a mod

ernist clump of public offices. T
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Just as form and function are so inextricably bound together in that artificial
force field we call architecture, so is the process of judging to its subject matter,

and the four out-of-state judges brought up the lack of context several times during

the daylong adjudication held in Sparks last september. Sitting in a chilly and win-

dowless convention meeting room at the Nugget hotel-casino, which illustrated their
dilemma with poignant irony, they looked at submissions in three categories-Built,

Unbuilt and Student-ranging from an opulent hotel-casino, which cost g785 mil-

lion, to an information kiosl< for the Las Vegas wash that was built in a single day

from off-the-shelf materials. The final results, however, fit into the context of both

Nevada and the state of contemporary architecture with distinction.

The jurors were charged with judging the singular merit of each submission and

not placing them in competition with each other. This was a somewhat futile ges-

ture, since the only context available to the judges were the entries themselves. And

sometimes the choices were close ones, the only basis for final decisions sometimes

resting exactly on how successfully one building stacked up against another. And

here, where the biases of the individual judges showed up, is where the genius of the

peer-review system counterbalanced the lack of local l<nowledge.

DURING A FEW IVIIN urES of preliminarv shaking down, thejudges share their crit-

ical criteria. Danelle Guthrie, a practicing architect from west Hollywood who has

taught at the avant-garde school Sci-Arc, admits her desire to weiqh how well the

rhetorlc of the presentations matches the actual projects. IVlark Reddington, a design

partner in a Seattle firm specializing in large public projects, including the current

expansion of the Reno-Sparks convention center, desires to balance the pragmatics

of construction with habitability and design excellence. Sandy IVliller, a professor of

architecture in Los Angeles, and likewise an active practitioner, comes off as a sawy

street-level populist. Kristine woolsey trom Arizona, another practitioner who teach-

es/ by contrast confesses to being a formalist addicted to beauty. In sum, the geo_

graphical diversity is matched by an aesthetic one, and the entries will be triangulat-

ed from at least three different opinions all along the way.

ARCHITECTURE LAS VEGAS26
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design AWARDs

Looking first at the built, then the unbuilt, and finally the student submissions,

the judges in the first round walk along the folding tables, flipping pages of photo-

graphs and drawings, and in 45 minutes cull out roughly half the entries. Some

churches, rustic homes and medical buildings, as well as a smattering of public

bulldings, are set aside. Each has at least one feature with merit-a nice interior

space here, a bit of clever fabrication there, for instance-but perhaps the building

as a whole mixes too many stylistic details, and therefore doesn't "hang together,"

or maybe it lacks enough public places necessary for it to fulfill its function' And

sometimes the building was too obviously about the architect, not its function or the

client's needs.

LUCGHESI GALATI ARCHITECTS DESIGNED THE WETI-ANDS PARK INFORMATION

KIOSK WITH NATURALAI{D CULTURAL FACTORS IN MIND. THE WOOD EGHOS THE

VECETATION, WHILE THE CORRUGATED STEEL PANELS REFLECT THE PARK'S

UGHT AND GOLORS. THE WEAVE STRUGTURE REGAL$ NATIVE INDIAN BASKETS

At this point, taking a quick break, the judges are curious why there are so few

projects that have been submitted; this, too, is a matter of context. While Nevada

may be the fastest-growing state in the union, and Las Vegas may issue more build-

ing permits per month than Los Angeles, the nature of the construction is often

geared more to the utilitarian needs of a young business engaged in serving the

growth itself, versus a mature one that can invest in image as well as product devel-

opment. High-end residences tend to be simply scaled-up versions of tract homes,

and not aesthetic statements more appropriate to someone's lifetime achievements'

Plenty is being buil! but most design in the state is cookie-cutter work.

The next stage, which takes the rest of the morning, finds each judge sitting

down, paging slowly through the remaining 29 entries. Before lunch they reluctantly

weed out nine more. In one case, at least according to the photographs, the interi-

or space and light remain unresolved, the edges of what should be discrete func-

tional spaces blurry and dull. In another, the complicated siting of a massive build-

ing seems to indicate the lack of a coherent plan for the site.
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It's after lunch when things get ruthless, opinions are sharpened, and it becomes

apparent just how the panel can overcome the shortcomings of the process. Starting

with the built projects, it's obvious everyone is in love with the Clarl< County

wetlands Parl< Information l(iosk (Lucchesi Galati Architects), a foursquare shel-

ter constructed of corrugated metal and wooden posts. Despite some doubts about

how information panels will be attached on the inside, and the fact that this is the

project with the most modest of intentions (not to mention cost), it is so nearly zen

in match of form to function that it is the undisputed favorite of the group.

The scott IVleek & Son concrete company office building (Bigotti Architects) in

Reno is the next project upon which everyone agrees. A one-story structure meant

to demonstrate the versatility of concrete to the company's clientele, it features an

eight-foot-high concrete wall that traverses the building, all of which ls sheltered

under a shed-like roof with exposed trusses. The detaillng executed in variously fin-

ished concrete is profuse, including some of the furniture executed inside. But in
this case, it does all hold together, given the consistency of material. The building

ls cost-conscious, and the involvement of the client in the design and construction

process is obvious and playful. This is a perfect example, as well, of the difference

between contextual and relational architecture. The building fits into the industrial

surroundings, but has clearly raised the bar for design in the area. Both this and the

wetlands project are given "honors,,, the top level of award.

Two projects also share .,merit,, status, the next award level, and it,s clear that
the judges/ by handing out recognition to more than one entry in some categories,

are addressing the warning to not put projects into competition with one another.

The "Bunker" in Reno (Cathexes Inc.) is a mixed-use redevelopment of, and addi-

tion to, an existing rundown auto repair shop. It,s a jazzy urban infill with, as

lVliller puts it, "great street-level rhythm,,,and includes a restaurant with cigar

bar, a beauty shop and a surgical outpatient clinic. The judges admire the imita-

tion concertina wire along one upper edge of the project that tweal(s the nose of

gentrifi cati on.

The other built project of merit is the IViesquite veterinarian clinic (ericStrain
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design AwARDs

THE OFFICE OF THE SCOTT MEEK & SONS CONCRETE

COMPANY (OPPOSITE) USES UPRIGHT CONCRETE

ELEMENTS TO EMPHASIZE THE MATERIAI.]S

VERSATIUTY. THE GARDNER RESIDENCE (THIS PAGE AND

OPPOSITE BOTTOM) ENGAGES ITS DESERT SETTING

THROUGH A SERIES OF COURTYARDS THAT BLUR THE

LINE BETWEEN INSIDE AND OUTSIDE.

Architect), a series of inexpensive and colorful boxes nicely massed together. It's

whimsical, yet the sitings of the facility and entrances to the street have been care-

fully thought out. Everything is logical in placemen! and the dog prints embedded

in the sidewalk outside even serve as signage. Once again, the judges show their

mutual preferences for architecture that are sensible yet fun, cost-effective but

memorable.

Receiving a "citation" (an honorable mention, if you will) is the Court House in

Las Vegas (ericStrain Architect). The only residence to be honored in the competi-

tion, it is a 6/OOO-square-foot modernist collection of themed spaces built by a radi-

ologist. All the rooms-each representing a place the family has previously lived-

are centered around several courtyards. It's a brilliant concept perhaps flawed in

execution with the slightly odd placement of windows and doors that seems almost

exhibitionist-but it's hard to tellwithout seeing the surrounding neighborhood.

The unbuilt projects are next, and what the judges believe to be the single

strongest project in any category is the Community College of Southern Nevada

Science Experience on West Charleston Boulevard (Tate & Snyder Architects). They

positively coo over the computer-aided drawings, showing the bold mix of educa-

tional program with design, and give it the sole "honor" award in the category. A

helixical exterior staircase embodying DNA, a sphere that turns the universe inside

out by placing a planetarium inside a huge globe of the earth, a wall containing

local geological strata... it'swhatthemed architecture can do at its highest level,

teaching its users instead of confirming what they already l<now.

The proposed lVlormon Fort Visitors Center (ericStrain Architect) is a low adobe

and canvas complex that remains sensitive to its historical surroundings, yet is con-

temporary in execution. It utilizes passive environmental features to maximize

evaporative cooling from a pond, and provides a gateway that gently detaches vlsi-

tors from the present in order to experience the past more fully. For these reasons/

it receives a "merit" award.

Going all out now to make a point, the judges decide to award citations to three

unbuilt projects. The partially completed Regional Justice Center (Tate & Snyder
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Architects), located Downtown, contains 70O,OOO square feet of government court-

rooms and offices in a series of individually bland buildings, designed within a night-

mare of security protocols and federal construction regulations. Definitely a human

gesture to the public it serves, the building makes a handsome modernist statement

in l<eeping with its stature.

Clarl< County's Center for Enterprise and Information Technology building

(Holmes Sabatlni Associates Architects) will be, in the words of one judge, "a rep-

tilian helmet." But what can you expect of a building that will house the equipment

to handle every computerized function of local government-a facility where the

drawings specify how many pounds of explosive force it can withstand per square

inch? It's so straightforward and functional that the only aesthetic components are

in the details ofthe building, an odd enough challenge to be compelling.

The final citation for an unbuilt project is given to the Nate IVlacl(

Elementary School Wetlands Lab (ericStrain Architect). Students were involved

in the design process, which utilizes rammed earth as the primary construction

method. Both the design and construction processes are innovative. For exam-

ple, since the school district requires that its buildings have no windows in order

to minimize vandalism, the design calls for garage doors that can be rolled up

and down, providing apertures through which a wetlands courtyard will pene-

trate the classroom.

There are only two student submissions because there is only one architecture

school in the state-U N LV's-and entries were due at a time when its students

were cramming for finals. A citation is awarded to a complicated and ambitious

proposal for a Graduate and Visiting Faculty Hall, a series of colorful towers

united by a roof designed as an airfoil, which is integral to the heating and cool-

ing of the building. The plan's not fully resolved, but is thoughtful, painstaking

and has solid intentions.

Held until the end is the single hotel-casino under consideration. Although the

four architects are impressed with the accumulation of recast historical detail,

they can't judge from the documentation how well its several buildlngs function.
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design AWAR D 5

ATHREE.STORY GLASS ATRIUM HIGHUGHTS THE

DOWNT(lWN REGIONAL JUSTICE CENTER (REN.

DERED IN ORANGE), THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE OF

SOUTHERN NEVADA'S SCIENCE BUILDING (IN RED)

FEATURES A GLOBE BUILDING, A STAIRWAY MOD.

ELED ON DNA AND A REPUCA OF LOCAL STRATA.

For example, it's impossible to tell how the sense of progression works from the

entrance, through the public promenades and lobby, and onto the gaming floor, the

shopping venues or the rooms. And the last ... well, the less said about the interi-

or of most hotel rooms, the better. The best the judges can do is declare that hotel-

casino projects are stage sets deserving a separate award category and leave the

project unrecognized.

TH E J UDG ES ARE FINIS H ED at 4 o'clocl< and it's time for a glass of wine next

door. But before adjourning, they share their overall comments. They voice admi-

ration for a certain raw and informal touch to some of the designs, which they

attribute in part to the desert environment. Shade devices are obvious, stalrways

open to the exterior, that sort of thing. "No pretense to high finish" is another way

to put it-traditional in the Intermountain West. Another consensus is that there's

almost always clear evidence that Nevada's population is a car culture; these are

buildings that you drive up to.

None of the projects made a strong case for retro revival statements, though a

couple came close. Instead, the panel saw more in the use of indigenous and appro-

priate materials, as in the concrete company building. In New York, an architec-

tural competition might struggle to encompass historical preservation projects

alongside new architecture; here it's a question of how "historical excerpting" can

be viewed alongside the contemporary.

In summary, one judge said: "These aren't the prettiest buildings in the state,

but ones where the site, materials, context, function and aesthetic intent all come

together clearly with an element of innovation. The designs have authenticity, and

they make discoveries, which means we learned something from them and remem-

ber them when we walk out of this room."

Perhaps that's the ultimate context, in fact. The house of memory.

Bill Fox, a former director of the state arts council, is a Los Angeles-based author

as well as a columnist for Las Yegas Life magazine.
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2000 AIA Nevada Design Awards

H O N O R AWA R D S

Unbuilt Category
Gommunity Gollege of Southern Nevada Science Experience
Architect Tate & Snyder Architects, Henderson

Design Team: J. Windom Kimsey, AIA, l<evin Kemner/ AIA, l\4ichael Crowe, AIA, Lester
Ferdinand, Simon l(im, George Babakitis, Rob Fruland, l(en Ozawa, Ziao X Tran, lVike
Thompson, lVlarc Gabriel, Barbara Griffin and Sharon Carson

Interior Designer: Tate & Snyder Architects
Structural Engineer: Leslie E. Robertson Associates (LERA)

Electrical Engineer: ove Arup
Mechanical Engineer: Ove Arup, Alan Locke
Civil Engineer: Lochsa

owner/Developer: Community College of Southern Nevada

Photographer: 0pulence Studios (model photography)

0thers Involved: West Office Exhibit Design

Built Category
Scott Meek & Sons Goncrete Company Office Building
Architect: Angela Bigotti, AIA, and Joel Sherman, Reno

Interior Designer: Angela Bigotti and Joel Sherman
Landscape Architect Angela Bigotti and Joel Sherman
Structural Engineer: Rocky Woods, pE

0wner/Developer: Scott tvleek and Scott Farrell
Photography: Angela Bigotti

Clark County Wetlands Park Information Kiosk
Architect: Lucchesi Galati Architects, Las Vegas

Design Team: Jeffrey J. Bender, RA, Jeff Roberts, AIA, and Lance Kirk
Landscape Architect: Clarl< County Department of parl<s & Recreation
Owner/Developer: Clark County Department of Parks & Recreation
General Contractor: Clark County Department of Parks & Recreation
Photographers: Lucchesi Galati Architects (Jeff Roberts, AIA, and Lance l(irk)
others Involved: The American Express Corporation, as well as community activists
and volunteers.

N/ERIT AWARD

Landscape Architect: Cathexes Inc.

Structural Engineer: Gabbart & Woods Engineering
Electrical Engineer: Design/Build-Nelson Electric
Mechanical Engineer: Design/Build-Ray Heating Products Inc.
Civil Engineer: Summit Engineering Corporation
0wner/Developer: Urban Disturbance LLC and Pohaku LLC
General Contractor: l<-7 Construction/TNT Construction
Photographer: James D. lVolder and Allyson D. IVlcstroul

CITATION AWA RDS

Llnbrrilt Category
0ld Las Vegas Mormon Fort Visitors Center
Architect: ericStrain Architect, Las Vegas

Design Team: Eric Strain, AIA, Dough Schneider, Adrian Jones
Landscape Architect: ericStrain
Structural Engineer: IVlendenhall Smith
Electrical Engineer: T.J. l(rob

Mechanical Engineer: Petty and Associates
Civil Engineer: Lochsa

others Involved: Consortium West

Regional Justice Genter
Architect: Tate & Snyder Architects, Las Vegas

Design Team: George Babakitis/ Sharon Carson, Jon Drake/ Rob Fruland, Ivlarc Gabriel,
Barbara Griffin, Shelly Hayden, [Vlarina Hrenek, Vedran Hrenel<, Simon l(im, J. Windom
l(imsey, Denise Laspaluto,Onidio tVlirabal, l<en ozawa, Diana Payne/ paige plautz, IVlario
Reyes, Bruce Schwartzman/ Robin Stark, lvlark Stitcha, IVlike Thompson, Ziaolran, lynn
Tritton and Todd Vedelago
Interior designer: Tate & Snyder Architects, Lynn Tritton
Landscape Architect: J.W. Zunino
Structural Engineer: Leslie E. Robertson Associates (LERA); Bennett & Jimenez Electrical
Engineer: JBA Consulting Engineers
Mechanical Engineer: JBA Consulting Engineers
Civil Engineers: Poggemeyer Design Group
0wner/Developer: Clark Count, City of Las Vegas and State of Nevada

General Contractor: AF Construction

others Involved: HDR, Coud Consultants

CEIT 0perations Center
Architects: Holmes Sabatini Architects, Henderson

Interior Designer: Holmes Sabatini Associates Architects, pC

Landscape Architect: R i chard {Vi arriotti, AS LA
Structural Engineer: Brizedine Engineers
Electrical Engineer: T.J. 1(rob Consulting Engineers
Mechanical Engineer: Dunham Associates
Civil Engineer: Lochsa Engineering
0wner: Clarl< County Center for Enterprise & Information Technology
0thers Involved: Rancho Santa Fe Technologies, Technology Consultant

Built Category
The Gardner Residence ("The Court House")
Architect: ericstrain Architec! Las Vegas

Design Team: Eric Strain, AIA, and Stephanie Perrone
Landscape Architect: ericStrain Architect
Structural Engineer: lvlA Engineering
Mechanical Engineer: ETI\/I

Civil Engineer: Lochsa

General Contractor: Robbins Construction
Photographers: Charles lVlorgan and Wes lsbutt

Student Category
Graduate & Visiting Faculty Residence Hall
Architect: Lance l<irk, Associate AIA, Las Vegas

e

Unbuilt Category
Nate Mack Elementary School Wetlands Lab
Architect: ericStrain Architect, Las Vegas

Design Team: Eric Strain? AIA, and Doug Schneider
Landscape Architect: ericStrain Architect
Structural Engineer: lVlendenhall Smith
Electrical Engineer: T.J. Krob
Mechanical Engineer: Petty and Associates
Civil Engineer: Lochsa

Built Category
Mesquite Veterinary Clinic
Architect: ericStrain Architect, Las Vegas

Design Team: Eric Strain, AIA, and lvlark lvlurray
Landscape Architect: ericStrain Architect
Structural Engineer: IVlendenhall Smith
Electrical Engineer: Harris Engireers
Mechanical Engineer: harris Engineers
Civil Engineer: Pentacore
General C0ntractor: Watts Construction

The Bunker
Architect: Cathexes Inc., Reno

Design Team: Donald J. Clark, AIA, James D. lvl0lder, Associate AIA
Interior Designer: Cathexes Inc.
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intervlEw

One Man's Statement
Ralph Casazza, winner of the state's highest honor, speaks his mind on Reno's

blueprints, Vegas'lessons and overly funky architecture av ELATNE r/TARSHALL

YOU CAN'T GET ANY IVIORE NEVADAN THAN RENO ARCHITECT RALPH

Casazza, this year's recipient of the American Institute of Architects' Silver

l\4edal-the most prestigious award the state can confer on one of its architects.

During his 50-year career, Casazza left his mark on Reno with tasteful and time-

less designs, the sort of buildings that defy trends yet always look smart-sort of

like Casazza himself. For a man in his mid-70s, he is sprightly and snazzily dressed.

His face peers outfrom behind a massive pair of brown-framed glasses, and his pale

fingers are slender and graceful. They are the fingers that have designed Reno's fed-

eral courthouse, the Lawlor Events Center and numerous buildings on the beautiful

University of Nevada campus, and more. "lf all the buildings I was involved in were

zapped," he says, "you wouldn't recognize Reno."

Since retiring from architecture a year and a half ago, he bought the Shopper's

Square lt/lall on property that once was the Casazza family ranch-and is seeking

approval to expand the mall two blocks, replacing more than 20 homes and a cou-

ple of strip malls in the process. Attracting business to the mall, and hence closer

to downtown, led to another post-retirement project: to revitalize South Virginia

Street, where most visitors get their first impressions of Reno.

HOW DO YOU ENVISION THE RENOVATION OF RENO'S MAIN CORRIDOR?

South Virginia Street is heavily traveled by tourists between downtown Reno

and the convention center, and it looks very very shabby. So we contacted all the

THE IV]AN AND HIS WORK: FRESHLY IVIINTED SILVER IVIEDALIST RALPH CASAZZA

AND ONE OF HIS I\4ORE SIGNFIC1ANT BUILDINGS, RENO'S FEDERAL COURTHOUSE.
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intervrEw

property owners along the street and they said, "Well, Ralph, bring your plans to

us and we'll see what we can do to help you." So that's the way it started. We've

had a lot of people who have become very interested. They realize they have to do

something with their property. ...

What it amounts to is taking all the power lines and burying them, landscaping,

a completely new lighting system and encouraging new development. We'll try to

develop some parking areas along South Virginia Street every block or two. People

could stroll. There are a couple of di{ferent ideas for themes to the redevelopment.

0ne that people have been pushing is an international theme. It's going to take time

to do it. 0f course you need money, but there are a lot of federal grants out there,

and so we're making applications for federal grants. In the time we've been

involved-six or seven months-we've accomplished a great deal. As long as my

steam and the committee's steam runs, we'll get something happening.

HOW DO RENO AND LAS VEGAS COMPARE WHEN IT COMES TO ARCHI-

TECTURE?

Projects in Vegas are a great deal larger. There are a half-dozen hotels in Vegas

that are larger than all of downtown Reno. Just one hoteM guess it's good Vegas

has thrived. I wouldn'twantto see Reno like Vegas, but I would like to see a lot

more activity than we have. The Silver Legacy is the last brand new hotel that start-

ed from scratch in about the last seven years. The way I see it, we need a couple of

more real nice hotels to encourage convention business.

WHAT CAN RENO LEARN FROM VEGAS?

I visit Vegas often and when I come back, I get disgusted with Reno. It seems

that we do nothing in Reno but do surveys. Las Vegas is so far ahead of us they've

left us in the dust. Every time they open a new hotel, it's just a lot more competi-

tion for Reno. The other thing Reno has got to learn-and this is something new Las

Vegas has learned in just the last few years-is [to lure] families. We've got so

much more to offer to the public than Vegas has. Vegas is just out there in the

desert. There's nothing. We've got so much around here it's unbelievable. We

haven't sold Reno like we should.

WHAT ARE NEVADA ARCHITECTS UP AGAINST THESE DAYS?

The bad thing I see is that in the past architects were given a lot more credit for

their work in the design of a building than they are nowadays. We're coming into a

new phase they call "design-build" architecture: An architect and a contractor will

get together and do a design for a client. It does cut costs, but usually the dollar

figure is at the top and you're not able to develop architecture like it should be

developed. Typically an architect will design a building and it goes up to bid to gen-

eral contractors. In design-building, a contractorwill come up to an architectand

say, "l've got a project, can you work with me? I'll assist you with the design, and

I'll assure you get the job." And so forth. That eliminates the competition between

the contractors. What happens is the contractor can cut a lot of corners and you

don't get as quality a job.

WHAT'S A GOOD EXAMPLE IN NEVADA?

Reno's National Bowling Stadium [a huge, showy building downtown that often

sits emptyJ is a perfect example of a design-build project. The county selected a con-

tractor, and the contractor and the county got together in cahoots with an architect

and the building wound up costing twice what it was supposed to. It's not a very

useful structure unless you've got a bowling tournament. That's about all the build-

ing's good for.

ANY OTHER TRENDS THAT CONCERN YOU?

There is a period of architecture occurring across the country that I call "funky

architecture." This style can be distinguished by its rash colors and very funny

shapes. It seems in recent years design awards for many architecture projects have

been for this funky architecture. When I was awarded the Nevada Silver tVledal-

and you cannot receive a higher award from your peers in this state-every archi-

tecture project that received an award at the program had these funny shapes.

Almost the same thing happened at the last awards program in Las Vegas. In my

opinion, I don't really think this is architecture. Don't get me wrong/ architecture

should always be interesting and thought-provoking. However, it should also

respond to the function of the building, its site and environment and be timeless.

These features seem to be missing in this funky, or what probably really is "trendy"

arch itectu re.

Architects probably make a mistake by paying too much attention to [Vlies van

der Rohe's theory of "less ls more." [t/any buildings became too oversimplified and

plain. The excitement of architecture went away, not because of that statement but

because everyone seemed to practice it and there was no variety. Now we seem to

have gone too far the other way. Trying to embellish everything with too much

ornamentation and funky ideas just for their sake and that of the architect's own

ego. We are going to look back in 10 or 15 years and be able to point to these build-

ings and know that they were designed in the late'90s and early'00s. We will be

on to the next style.

We have gone away from the classical and neoclassical styles that are timeless.

Styles such as those by Wright and Sullivan, those by the federalists, the buildings

from 50, 100 and 150 years ago that we still recognize as outstanding. We seem

to have forgotten Louis Sullivan's credo, "form follows function." A building's

character really should be formed by what goes on within and around it, not because

some architect wants to create a statement.

The funky architecture thatwe are now honoring may one day be seen as only

to have broken the mold of the sterile architecture of the'50 and'60s. For that

it is probably good. But, for architecture's sake, let's hope that we soon find a

happy medium.

Elaine Marshall is a Reno-based writer and a iournalism instructor at the

University of Nevada.
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Award-winning architectural designs deserve the finest in finishing touches

Introducing Las Vegas' top designers and consultants for the Richard Luke

lfissr ITH ASIDI

Kassie Smith, ASID, Interior Design Entrepreneur. was

selected as one of only nine featured inter-ior designers

for the 2(XN Street of Dreams. Her extensive credentials

and talents have garnered her projects ranging frorn
residential to government contracts' commercial hotels,

healthcare, model homes, lu-xury million-dollar homes

and homebuilder design ilerters.

Design Center West & Your Home Expressions

6356 S. Pecos Road #4 Tel: (702) 433-6800

Paddock Pools, a family-ot,red businesso has been designing

and building quality, award-winning, custonl in-ground

surimming pools since 1958. With 2 locations in Las Vegas,

Paddock Pools is selected by many of the

Valley's top homebuilders and

commercial developers exclusive pool builder.

In Snnrmerlinr 2l Rainbow TeL (702) 647-0468

MnRKMAN
GNLLE RY

Markman Gallery features a stunning fine art collection

from the world's most noted and up-and-coming artists.
Gallery Director Bruce Johnstone provides consultations

and acquisitions for corporate and private art collections

as well as arranges private artist receptions, special

ehowings and million-dollar exhibits.

Markman Gallery at The Regent Las Vegas

221 N. Rampart Blvd. Tel: (702) 240-8513

ln Green Yalley: 519 N. Stephanie Tet: (702) 435-4459
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Opulence Studios Ieads the industry by combining
the best creative photographic techniques,
the latest in digital imaging, and the efficiency
of total in.house produc,tion capabilities to exceed
our clients' expectations.

Specializing in arrhitecture and all aspects of
the construction industry for almost 20 yearc, we
have built solid lasting relationships with arthihcts,
contractors, developers and engineering firms
throughout southern Nevada.

0 PU LENCE: Your prolessional photogr,aiphy

,fpOPUTENCE STUDIos

Campus

3347 South Highland Drive #304 . Las vegas Nevada 89109 7o2.gg2.g3oo tel . 7o2.g92.95g5 fax

Y Y foundation and reputation, Klai:Juba Architects
is a design, planning and management firm specializing

in gaming resort projects, committed to quality
service while meeting Owner's budgets and their
most demanding schedules.

Samples of our work - past, present and ongoing -
are best represented up and down the Las Vegas

Strip. A partial list of our 'opportunities, include:
Mandalay Bay; Four Seasons Las Vegas; Luxor; MGM
Grand; Hard Rock Hotel; Pala Band Casino; Motor
City Casino; Little River Casino and London Club
at the Aladdin /02.221.2254 KLAI::IUBA ARCHITECTS
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It'll take more than two great buildings to unite U N LV's hodgepodge campus ...
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I WAS STANDING WITH BRANDON SPRAGUE OUTSIDE THE BEAIVI MIUSIC

center at the northeastern corner of UNLV. A principal architect with Holmes

Sabatini, Sprague designed this new, g6.3 million facility, notable for its curving,

red sandstone exterior. Having toured the building, I had one last question for the

34-year-old: How could I get to my next appointment, at the School of

Architecture? "You turn down lViaryland parkway, and when you get to the In-N_

0ut Burger, you turn right,,, he informed me.

"That's the entrance to the campus?,, I replied incredulously.

"Yes," Sprague answered.

That a fast-food eatery would serve as one of the defining entry points to U N LV

was an early indication to me that this was a campus still searching for a coherent,

architectural identity. Despite an ambitious building program-and the addition of

some significant new structures, such as the 942 million Lied Library-the campus

remains an unabashed mix of architectural statements.

At the south end of the mall, the Donald C. t\/oyer Student Union (circa 1970)

is an elegant reminder of IVIodernism,s futuristic phase. To the north on the mall are

the zany orange details in the two parts of the James R. Dickinson Library. And fur-

ther west there is another north-south mall (as yet unnamed) with a series of more

monumental structures from the late 1980s and early ,90s. This collage of archi-

tectural ideas-some realized better than others-does not distinguish U N LV from

most Amerlcan campuses.

"Most colleges in this country look like a history of architecture,,, says Richard

Dober, the author of the book Campus Architecture (1996, IVlcGraw-Hill). "But

there are also some outstanding examples, such as the University of colorado, that

have successfully maintained a sense of architectural continuity.,,

At U N LV lacl< of design continuity results from the absence of master planning

and the underutilization of landscaping, a tool that often forges a sense of design

unity. Eric Anderson, the former director of planning and construction at UNLV

attributes the university's inability to impose a coherent design on its campus to Las

Vegas' own history with public spaces. .'ln a city like New yorl<,,, Anderson says,

"where you have restricted private spaces-small apartments and few private gar_

dens-people insist on good public spaces. But in Las Vegas, where you have ample

private space, there's much less ofa desire for good public spaces.,,

A SUCCESSFUL CAIVIPUS is more than a collection of well-designed buildings,

though these certainly help. A house with robms designed by different architects,

provided these rooms complement each other, could make a wonderful home. With

campuses/ however, what often provides a sense of community is what lies between

the buildings: the public spaces where students and faculty congregate.

I thought I had found just such a space: the wide entry plaza to Welles pugsley

Architects' new Lied Library, which opens January 8. Thanks to a huge, curving,

corrugated metal canopy above the entrance, shade was in abundance. The building

itself is large, 302p00 square feet. But the architect,s skillful mix of materials-
glass, concrete brick, zinc-and the deft juxtaposition of curves and squares exem-

plifies how the tools of Postmodernism can lighten up what would otherwise be an

imposing, almost impersonal, mass.
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Unfortunately, as I left the building and looked out beyond the plaza, I was

reminded where I was. In full view was the unsightly back section of a converted

gymnasium, now the [t/larjorie Barrick [Vluseum of Natural History. Sean Coulter,

the project architect from Welles Pugsley, says the firm had been assured that a

wall would be put up to shield this ugly building from view. But neither the wall nor

creative landscaping serve as a soft fourth wall, leaving the exterior library plaza

a less comfortable space for students.

"Landscaping offers the most effective way of pulling a campus together and

also of creating gathering places that are essential to campus life," Dober writes'

But not at UNLV. "We have no master plan for landscaping," confirms Susan

Hobbes, the university's campus architect. "lt's something that has not been refer-

enced in our budgets."

THE UNIVERSITY HAS TRIED more than once to design a coherent and attrac-

tive campus. Indeed, the administration has drawn up numerous master plans.

Unfortunately, "the university didn't stick to my plan or any others," says Bob

Fielden, principal architect at RAFI and the author of UNLV's 1993 master plan.

"When a donor came on the scene, they graciously took money regardless of

PART OF WHAT MAKES THE UED UBRARY (ABOVE LEFT AND OPPOSTTE LEFT)

SHINE IS ITS HANDUNG OF UGHT: PLENTY OF IT GETS IN' YET ALUMINUM PAN

ELS DEFLECTTHE SUN'S DIRECT GLARE. MEANWHILE, THE KEYTO THE COM-

MUNITY COLLEGE'S SUCCESS UES IN ITS COLORFUL ICONOGRAPHY.

whether the building fit in with any master plan," says Anderson, now at City

University of New York. "ln this way, bowing to private money, the development of

the campus mirrors what has happened on the Strip."

U N LV is responding more to "an academic plan catering to the needs of 35,000

students by 2010," Hobbes says, "than to any of the master plans drawn up by

architects. This is a more focused plan. It has to do with whether we will be a lib-

eral arts college or a research institution like the administration now wants us to

be. And it makes sure we have the physical facilities to cater to those needs."

TWO OTHER CAIVPUSES IN TOWN, the Community College of Southern

Nevada's West Charleston Campus and the proposed Nevada State College at

Henderson, have taken the idea of a coherently designed campus very seriously.

Their responses differ markedly-the latter's still very much on the drawing

board-but they testify to the fact that design can bring about the sense of com-

munity vital to any educational institution.

Thanks to the splashy colors used on its buildings, the CCSN campus/ on West

Charleston Boulevard, has already become part of Las Vegas' design lconography.

Richard IVloore, the then newly appointed head of CCSN, determined, just prior to

its completion, that the fledgling campus had no strong ldentity. Since his daughter

had done a.junior high school report on Legoretto and Louis Bergon, both of whom

promote the expressive use of color, lVloore asked the architects to add some starl<

defining colors to the structures.

"The colors matched those you'd see in desert flora," says Fielden, whose firm
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worked on four of the buildings. Indeed they are bright: a deep blue representinq the

sky, a gold that tal<es after the desert marigold, a fuchsia matching a cactus flower

and a purple that corresponds to the color of the mountains just after sunset.

lvloore's decision produced a sense of unity. The brightness of the colors is evoca-

tive of a l<indergarten rather than an institute of higher learning, due in part to the

application of the colors to large sections of each building rather than simple detail-

ing. That and the small scale of this campus give it an uncanny resemblance to a con-

temporary shopping mall, each brightly hued structure belng a fancy box store.

IVl00RE IS N0W PRESIDENT of Nevada State College in Henderson. To be built

as part of a 290-acre multiuse development planned north of the intersection of

Boulder Highway and Lal<e [Vead Drive, the college is expected-pending the

upcoming legislative session-to open its first buildinq in lall of 2OOZ.

NIoore is emphatic that this four-year college will not only have a unified design

but be modeled after early lgth-century architectural concepts promoted by

Thomas Jefferson. "l want to employ his ideas by building a cluster of college build-

ings setaround a quadrangle," lVoore says. The entrance to the campuswill have

a Georgian-style arch. A close view of the renderings for the proposed campus

shows buildings with columns and rotundas reminiscent of the Jefferson lvlonument

in Washington, D.C.

The choice 0f a 19th-century architectural style is an odd one, given the desert

environment where this college will be located. "It brings Las Vegas full circle,,,

argues Anderson, the former campus architect at UNLV. "lt is doing for campuses

there what the Strip has already done. It,s creating a symbol rather than a real

place. I call it'campus, campus.",

THESE SIVIALLER INSTITUTI0NS, for the most part, have sought financing for

their building programs from the state,s Public Works Board. UNLV has aggres-

sively sought more private funds. Although damaging to the university,s master

plans, it has Ied to some interesting designs, since donors are loathe to fund char-

acterless buildings.

Some, such as Fielden, believe this type of funding has its disadvantages. \\lt

leads to architects making statements of grandiosity rather than heeding the tenets

of truly functional design," he says.

Welles Pugsley Architects might take issue with Fielden. Indeed, they are

concerned that not enough money has been spent on their innovative Lied

Library. They worry that the final detailinq has not matched the imaginative

reach of their design.

To understand what Welles Pugsley was striving for, it,s necessary to spend time

inside the new five-story building. This team has created an intimate and comfort-

ably lit interior-not easy considering this is a massive structure sited in a brisht

THE UED UBRARY (LEFT) AND THE BEAM MUSIC CENTER (RIGHT) ARE BIG

STATEMENTS ON UNLV'S CHAOIIC CAMPUS. THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE, ON THE

OTHER HAND, IS ALL ABOUT COHESIVE PATTERNS (CENTER, TOP). THEN THERE'S

IIHENDERSON U'' (CENTER, BELOW), WHOSE PLAN REMAINS A BIT SKETCHY.
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desert climate. Unlike others who've simply shielded the desert sun from their inte-

riors, opting for more controllable artificial lighting, these architects devised a

series of ingenious shields to soften the harsh natural light.

Perforated aluminum panels, each 18-by-36 feet, hang off the eastern and

northern faces of the building, preventing direct sunlight {rom flooding the inside.

But mindful that during the summer months, sunlight will enter the 80-foot-high

front window of the library, the firm placed perforated, stainless-steel shields

between the entrylvay and the main floor. Even then, the ambient light pleasant for

those walking around the library, was stlll too great for computer users. So each of

the handsome, walnut-paneled study carrels provide an even smaller shield devised

to shade these desktops.

A bigger challenge was to create a feeling of lntimacy. The huge glass facade

and open interior would normally turn into a vast atrium. But the architects broke

this up by hanging a box out into this space. Three stories hiqh, lined with windows,

this cube houses reading rooms. It's a literary version of a sky box. The llght pan-

els hanging on the north side of the building allow the architects to place large win-

dows here. lnside they have carved some wonderful little study lofts. Here light and

views are abundant, but students may study in small groups, undisturbed by the

hundreds using the rest of the facility.

"lt is a huge building," says Coulter, the project architect, "so we tried to breal<

it up into small pieces."

The most outlandish touches are on the main ly solid west wall, with wildly shaped

windows, including one series that runs diagonally up the side of the building.

IVIASS WAS IVI0RE 0F A PR0BLEIVI for the architects at Holmes Sabatini when

designing the Beam N/lusic Center. With a 300-seat recital hall, an indoor rehears-

al space big enough for the UNLV marching band and a state-of-the-art recording

studio, these architects didn't have the luxury of using windows to break up the box-

iness of their 35,000-square-foot building. Rather, they hid these masses behind

curving outer wal ls: a 52-foot-high sandstone wal I that faces the street, and a series

of smaller curving walls that Iead visitors-visually and literally-into the main

entrance on the buildins's west side.

Inside the high-ceilinged lobby, a large window looks out to the east. A gaudy

furniture store across the street is hidden by deft landscaping. The raised cactus

garden results in a wonderfully appropriate juxtaposition of sense and place-music

being played in a desert landscape.

THE IVI USIC BUILDING,aswiththe Lied Library, isasophisticateddesign response

to a specific educational need. It is unfortunate that these two buildings are on oppo-

site sides of campus; it would be a bonus if they could inform each other. But, at

UNLV, such considerations are a long way down the priority list. Thus, a long and

often hot walk is necessary to view them. 0n the way, many other unconnected archi-

tectural styles come into view. So many that a design aficionado might be excused for

forgetting that both of these wonderful designs are indeed on the same campus.

David Hay is a Los Angeles-based arts and design writer. His articles have appeared

rn The New York Times, dwell and Architectural Record.
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A gathering of great design minds celebrates, slams,

laments, a nalyzes, tears apart and, finally, pieces together

the city that breaks all architectural rules

DAVE HICKEY li0YCE 0RIAS ISTEVE VAN G0RP IJ0SE GATUEZ ICHUCt( t(UBAT

PHOTOCRAPHY BY JENNA BODNAR
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HERE'S THE IDEA: Find five really smart people and

a tape recorder and put them in a room together. Have

them talk about Las Vegas, its themed architecture, iLs

unthemed architecture and what happens when the two

collide. And bribe them with a smorgasbord of food so

they stay for two hours.

Turns ou! the only one that didn't cooperate was the

tape recorder, a medieval device from UNLV's A/V

dungeon. Everybody else warmed up nicely to the

roundtable idea-in some cases, heated up-and even

stayed past the allotted time, on a school night, debat-

ing our city's past, present and future in a quiet corner

of the university's Paul Sogg Architecture Building. So

engaged were they that the pan of egg rolls was barely

touched. In fact, if the fire marshalI had allowed us to

give Dave Hickey an ashtray, the discussion might've

gone on for hours.

It would have been a shame not to share with you this

enlightening blow-by-blow. So thanks to the generosity

of an onlooker, who just happened to have a spare tape

recorder, here now is Architecture Las Vegas' firsl of

what we hoBe are rnany roundtables on one of the

world's favorite architectural subjects: Las Vegas.

Steve van Gorp: I thought we'd start by tall<ing about

the lure of Las Vegas. What is this little desert town

that's grown up into a big monster? The city's coming

up on its 100th anniversary Lin 20051. What really

defines Las Vegas? What began Las Vegas? What

ideas are still ingrained in Las Vegas?

Dave Hickey: It's not Utah. ILaughterJ No, l'm seri-

ous. I mean that's its basic defining thing. It's 90 miles

from Utah and it's not Utah, and there are lVormons

who like to come down here and do bad things.

tLaughterJ lts primary occasion was not being Utah

and being real close to it.

Chuck Kuhat: lt was about something new, a new

place to go out of Utah, a new place to develop real

estate related to the railroad. Today I think it contin-

ues that tradition. It's a new place to start over/ yoll

divorce yourself from somewhere and start a new fam-

ily, or start a new marriage, or start a new career/ or

start a new business, 0r start a new phase of your life

if you're retiring. That captures for me a lot of what

the city's all about-new beginnings.

Jose Gamez: That's interesting, the idea that things

can be forgotten. There is an ability to mal<e a radical

break with things that this town is very much at ease

with, particularly on the Strip. From the outside, that's

very much the image this city might carry forth. T'm

not 100 percent convinced that everybody inside nec-

essarily thinks lil<e that anymore. But it does have that

sort of funny frontier mentality still.

Hickey: Gambling is a game in which you can only bet

on the future; you can't bet on the past.

Joyce 0rias: I agree with this pioneer mentality of

starting over-from personal experience. I came over
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from LA. I was displaced in the earthquake of '94.

That brought me here because my specialty is themed

design. The Luxor just opened up, Excalibur's been

open, and they said, " Boy, we've got work for you over

here." So, my first job was New York-New York, a

parody of a city on its own. The idea of people coming

out here ready to start something fresh is basical Iy the

theme of this town. People normally won't move here

because of reputation, but when they come here, peo-

ple typically stay because they realize it's a nice

lifestyle here. The infrastructure is starting to support

it more and more. Everything is new here. The traffic

is just horrible in LA, and we're working on the traf-

fic here, but ...

Gamez: Working on creating traffic here. ILaughterJ

Van Gorp: The more people that arrive the more traf-

fic we get.

0rias: But it's a city, I think, of the future.

Van Gorp: Let's talk about Fremont Street. Do you

think the old Fremont Street really symbollzed the

early Vegas? How did Fremont Street grow up, and

why do you think it was there?

0rias: Well that was before my time, the original

Fremont Street. I Laughterl

Van Gorp: Well, doesn't the lure of Vegas draw you

here, all those images of the Cadillac convertible

going down Fremont Street, don't you have those

images ingrained in your head?

Kubatr You're talking about the image of Fremont

Street before the Fremont Street Experience.

Van Gorp: That's right, the old Fremont Street.

Kubat: Before that it was probably just a commercial

street that connected back to the train station and all

that area but . ..

Hickey: With card parlors.

Kubat: The image that you talk about is really one

from the '50s and '60s and Hollywood. I remember a

lot as a child ... "Let's drive down and go see all the

lights." You really can't find that image anymore; it's

now blown up, it's now blown apart.

Gamez: But that's true of just about everything in

Vegas now. The Rat Pack doesn't exist anymore, the

B LE

Sands doesn't. There's a lot of nostalgia about Vegas

that I think is very much still alive, but when you get

here it's very difficult to Iocate.

Van Gorp: A lot of those ghosts are still there, aren't

they?

Gamez: Yeah, they're lurking, but very difficult some-

times to locate. I think that adds to that sort of funny

mystique. 0ne of the things I think is interestlng,

Fremont and Vegas were nongambling entities'til the

early '30s. It's the '30s to about the '50s that that

stuff begins to ...

Hickey: Well, theoretically it starts in the early 2Oth

century when they legalized boxing in the state-the

big Jack Johnson fight and all of that. That was sort

of the core precedent for gambling in this state, when

it became the only state in the union where you could

carry out heavyweight fights. That's the deep tradi-

tion here because we didn't have any product except

doins thinss...

Gamez: That you couldn't do elsewhere.

Hickey: Right, that you couldn't do elsewhere.

Gamez: That's the one thing we still have.

Hickey: That's the basic theme, right?

Kubat: Not anymore, actually. That product is now

pretty universal ly accessible.

Gamez: There are a few things that Nevada still holds

that most places don't-some of that kind of risque

lifestyle, or whatever you want to call it. There's

something about being able to go somewhere and be a

little bit freer than maybe you had been somewhere

else. lVlaybe that ties back into the idea of newness,

the beginning.

Van Gorp: To go to Vegas and be a little naughty for

the weekend. Nobody at home's gonna know.

Hickey: That/s not gonna happen in Philadelphia.

I Laughte rJ

0rias: We're doing the remodel for Caesars Palace

right now, which is controversial because there were

some old venues that people for 20 years came to on

their honeymoon or their yearly vacation. And they/re

complaining that they/re not there anymore-

"What's happened to this place?"

roundrn
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TOUNdTABLE

Hickey: IVy friends are really upset about the round

beds going. ILaughterJ

Van Gorp: So those ghosts and icons are still there,

aren't they? We really cling to some of those old

images of what Vegas was.

0rias: I think that's part of the balance, balancing the

old and the new, pleasing the old customer and also

bringing something fresh for the younger customer

who doesn't have that history to reference. We had a

restaurant that just opened up in the old Caf6 Roma

area and is now called Caf6 Rago. It,s modern, has a

view of the pool. But we,ve got a stage there that has

the old grand piano that Frank Sinatra used to play.

So there's the piano and then the plaque that says it

was Frank Sinatra's piano. So that kind of thing we

try to add to give people something to reminisce with.

Van Gorp: What's it like to tamper with that old kind

of Rat Pack image of Caesars Palace, though? you,re

toying with an icon.

0rias: That's something that,s in people,s heads. When

you actually walk the site, you realize, \.Boy, this is

old." This allure is built up as a fantasy in someone,s

imagination. That's what marketing and theming is all

about. But it's a sentiment that people carry, so it,s not

really inherent in the bricks and mortar.

Hickey: Caesars just grew up topsy/ it,s all over the

place. But the things at Caesars that worked that were

the consequence of this sort of vernacular proliferation

are really the center of everything that has been done

everywhere else. I mean, everyone goes to Caesars and

thinks, "Well, 0l(, this worked, this kind of card room

works, the interior forest works.,, So Caesars is kind of

the vernacular artifact from which all the other casinos

derived most of their design. And it,s still 0K in a lot of

ways. It/s the first place that I think you accidentally

got lost in, and now they design so that you can get lost

in other casinos. But in a sense, that works, because if
you're lost, the theory is you can,t be found.

Van Gorp: How do you think this whole theme thing

started on the Strip? Was it Bugsy going out there on

the Strip and starting the whole thing?

Gamez: The El Rancho, in'47 was it? lVloving a few

feet past the city line. It changes the economics and

changes the urban structure of the place, changes the

social culture of the place, with one simple pocket-

book-driven move.

Hickey: Also, you do have a situation here where you

have 200 business establishments in exactly the same

business, and the logic of distinction is going to have to

express itself. I mean, the difference between one casi-

no and another ... So theming seems perfectly natural.

Gamez: There's only so much gambling that most

people can tolerate. So there,s got to be something

else layered onto the experience. And I think in this

day and age experiential economies are so bound up.

Space is a commodity. It always has been. But it,s

very much more involved in those kinds of economies

of exchange now So, experiences are packages.

Kubat: It's about creating a fantasy so you have some-

thing separate to market from one establishment to

another. But as a part of tha! you,re offering an expe-

rience, as you say, to someone who comes here on vaca-

tion. Gambling as a part of living in the dese( or liv-

ing in the jungle or living in New York as a part of that

experience. So you're offering that to your customers.

Hickey: New York-New York is the real exception.

The basic thing about Vegas, of course, is it,s found-

ed by [Vlediterranean cultures. It,s Italians and Jews

and Armenians, and it's all this lVlediterranean cul-

ture, and it is about the counterculture in America.

Except for New York-New York and paris, everything

else here is about tropic latitude. So, we,re not going

to have the Frankfurt casino soon. tLaughterl

0rias: Well, wait a minute ... ILaughterl

Hickey: But what I'm saying is the iconography start-

ed off as just standard desert iconography and it pro-

liferated like that-but only within certain latitudes.

Kubat: Isn't the whole idea of San Francisco as

another possible casino, the same idea as New york-

New York? Paris is certainly not a desert latitude.

Hickey: No. As I say, Paris and New York are the

exceptions. That's why I think Paris is for people who

haven't been to Paris. I don't think anyone who,s spent

much time there ever wants to go back. tlaughterl

Gamez: There won't be a Frankfurt, and there are

probably a lot of cities that won,t ever show up for the

reasons you were saying. There,s a whole lot of iconog-

raphy that's bound up with places like paris. Like

Venice, they're memorable because of goofy nostalgia,

Hollywood or romantic experiences people have had in

the past. So they've got pieces of cities that can be

reassembled easily. San Francisco has that.

Hickey: But there are genuine cultural resonances. I

get on a plane here and go to Rome, and I haven,t

gone very far. i get on a plane and go to lVlinneapolis,

and I have to cross the vast gulfs of dramatic differ-

ence. ILaughter] In IVlinneapolis you,re really in a

foreign country. If you're ln Rome, you,re in a place

that's just a little less organized.

Kubat: That's interesting. Having been born and

raised in [Vlinneapolis, I haven,t felt that exactly.

Hickey: I find it shocking. That,s the only town I

know where the people tell you how t0 live-as you,re

walking along. ILaughterJ

Gamez: Haven't spent that much time in Texas, have

you? [Laughter]

Van Gorp: But talk about New york-New york. I

mean this is a sanitized, miniaturized New york.

What's that about?

Kubat: Well, it's snippets, just like you said. San

Francisco has the iconography, enough different

things, recognizable items that you can put together

in one place, and New York is that same kind of place.

It lends itself to putting a lot of pieces and images

together that contribute to the sense of that theme or

that experience.

Hickeyr The interesting thing to me about New york-

New York is that visually, externally, it really is a suc-

cessful building. It solves the facade problem in which

you either do big windows or a lot of facades. By mul-

tiplying facades it solves the scale problem.

Kubat: Other than the pyramid, I thought New york-

New York was actually the most successful hotel

tower that I have seen in town.

Gamez: Because it's the only tower you occupy that,s

the theme piece, right?
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Kubat: They're all standard triangular center-core

build-outs that are really pretty boring.

Van Gorp: Well, Joyce, talk about that. I mean,

you're shook out of LA and suddenly you,re sitting

down at the drawing board in Las Vegas designing

New York-New York. What was that like?

0rias: It was very exciting at that time because a bu ild-

ing like that hadn't been done before. People were

starting to do the Y-shape buildinq with the center core

of elevators and the three or four wings outside that,

and it leaves very little for artistic expression. New

York had the problem of having four towers in four dif-

ferent areas, and each tower had three or four clusters

of pretend high-rise skyscrapers occupying that tower.

So there were a lot of problems with way-finding that

we tried to solve by putting in the floor pattern, having

ribbons of color that ended in different elevators.

Hickey: And as a building I think it,s interesting. I

mean, all the problems on the Strip are scale prob-

lems. It's the only place in the world where they try to

make buildings look smaller. New York-New York is

interesting in the sense that it,s clearly not a small

version of New York, it's a big model of New York. As

a consequence it's a lot more [effective] than it would

look if it were a small New York. It looks like a big

model, and that's kind of cute.

Van Gorp: Compare New York-New York to our Iittle

Egypt down the street. What,s successful, what,s not?

Gamez: That headlight thing on top certainly works

well.

Hickey: The Luxor's a mess for some simple reasons.

First of all, Egyptian architecture is about death, it,s

about death in Egypt it feels deathy, there,s no roof ...

I just think the iconography is very off-putting. It,s not

a fun thing, and lt's also rather awkwardly designed.

Van Gorp: It is. Ride the inclinator to your crypt?

Kubatr I don't know that the general public catches

that connection with death per se.

Gamez: The lion's head entrance at IVlGtvl-there/s a

certain culture of the world that didn,t feel it was

lucl<y to walk through the lion,s mouth. They quickly

ripped that thing up. I think people do pick up on

these things. [Vlaybe not everybody, but one in five.

Hickey: Well, the red crap tables, I mean, that,s

astounding. That's really not good planning. Red and

green mean different things in this culture, and red

means "don't" or "stop." But I think when you go in

the Luxor you can see that the project was simply not

carried out as it was designed.

Gamez: And I think the towers off to the side are

afte rtho ug hts.

(ubat: That's really unfortunate because it had a

strong theme-which may not have been as well-

designed as it could have been-but I thought it was

very striking. And it was one of the first unique set

pieces of architecture and hotel form on the Strip.

Because of that I find it trendsetting-it set the pace

for some of the things we're seeing now-Paris, the

Venetian and some of the replication architecture.

Gamez: There's something kind of unique about place-

making based on copying, which is a strange entity unto

itself on the Strip. It challenges a lot of the fundamen-

tal things we talk about in architecture classes.

Kubat: I don't think this city has ever really been

about place-mal<ing at the same kind of civic scale or

civic nature as in other places. It,s about project-mak-

ing and place-making as an object and as a place to

make money. You get enough of those together/ then

what do you do with the leftover spaces in between?

How do you make it possible to move from one to the

other? I don't think the city or county or Valley has

particularly had a lot of emphasis on ...

Hickey: This is a classically postindustrial environ-

ment. Basically Vegas has done for architecture what

easel painting did for painting. When easel painting

started/ everybody said, "Well, how can it be real if
you're moving it around from place to place? It,s lost

its sight./'This is a postindustrial place. I mean, I

think it's perfectly natural. Also, you can,t make stan-

dard architectural presumptions as if these are per-

manent structures. They're not.

Gamez: Which is in keeping with a lot of other trends

globally; architecture isn't about permanence.

Hickey: No, it's the opposite of that.

Van Gorp: So what are we doing building a giant

foam Paris in postindustrial Vegas?

Hickey: Let me make a suggestion. I saw an interview

with a business guy, Tom Peters, the other day and he

was talking about historical circumstances of postin-

dustrial culture and he said that we may be very wrong.

We may in the future look down and everybody,s say-

ing, "lndustrialism was the future.,, But maybe indus-

triallsm was the exception-Is0 years of regimenta-

tion, like the Dark Ages, that came and went. Maybe

postindustrial culture looks more like preindustrial cul-

ture. And certainly I think it is that sense of the broad-

er culture that makes so much modern architecture

look historical. The Tate in London, for instance.

0rias: That's a really important comment to make

because the Eiffel Tower was built 100 years ago and

here we have a miniature-exactly half-scale. I, by the

way/ was responsible for the interior design of Paris, so

I think I can speak a little bit about the theming on

that. As we move into this new millennium, people tend

to be a bit sentimental, perhaps overly, about what we

had in the past, because the future is scary. ... All this

retro stuff is becoming popular again because it,s

something that people can hang onto before they go to

the next step. And we don't know what it,s going be-
they're talking about computer chips embedded in peo-

ple's skin now So in order for people to have something

of sentimen! and as people get older and don,t want to

travel and don't want to walk on rickety cobblestone

streets where people are rude to them/ we make it hap-

pen here. And people are friendly.

Hickey: And also you come back to a sort of prob-

lem of preindustrial cities-they,re all themed.

Preindustrial Frankfurt's themed, Rome is themed,

Athens is themed, and these are coherent architectur-

al environments. Industrialism destroyed the visual

coherence of the landscape, and then, subsequently,

lVlodernism created the idea that there are good build-

lngs and bad buildings.

Van Gorp: There's absolutely nothing coherent about

the Strip. I mean, every 50 acres has a different

coherence-a totally incoherent collage.
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"I would rather lool< like Korea Town than Minneapolis or Philadelphia, God hetp us.,' Dave Hickey

Hickey: I think it is. I tend to regard it as a perfect

manifestation of premodern American architecture. It
has the whole iconography, the whole mixed iconog-

raphy that they taught at Columbia in 1905.

0rias: I think it is also a product of the video age. you

used to move at the horse,s pace/ so you move across

a city and everything is kind of in the same space,

because that's as far as you traveled. Now we travel

at light speed. We turn the TV on, we,ve got movies,

we've got things that change every half city block.

Van Gorp: How does the architecture respond to

that?

0rias: I think Las Vegas responds quite well because

a lot of the reasons we have such varied theming is

that people have shorter attention spans. They,ve got

the attention span of an tVITV video.

Van Gorp: You're designing buildings for the fi/TV

gene ration?

0rias: I think you have to be challenged by keeping

things exciting ...

Gamez: We're in the era of a very sophisticated

image culture, a culture that has the ability to process

and absorb a multitude of information kind of quick-

ly and can decipher what they want out of it. And

architecture is going to have to respond to that. I

think "commercial vernacular', is where I kind of

lump the casinos. And, frankly, what we have in this

landscape are two versions of commercial vernacu-

lars, the sort of residential stuff which happens on a

huge scale of 10,000 units at a time, and the megare-

sort thing. We don't have traditional hiqh architec-

ture. We've got stuff we can talk about architectural-

ly, but the categories are having to bend.

Hickey: Commercial architecture has very, very dif-

ferent rules and a different tradition. It goes back to

the souk. I mean it's not a fort, it,s a souk-it doesn,t

have walls, it's got a ceiling and a floor.

Gamez: And it has to respond in a competitive mar-

ket. It has to be loud, it has to have itself out there, it
has to grab a customer in a way that buildinSs in the

past didn't have to because they were designed behind

regimens of power. Rome is coherent, it,s themed, it,s

Napoleon or Caesar or Franco. It,s any major figure

who had the authority to actually build a city. We

don't have a situation, particularly in Las Vegas, in

which you have a coherent structure of power that can

build cities. You can build parts of cities.

Hickey: Well, you have basically a dialectical struggle.

And the interesting thing about living here is the radi-

cal fracturing of the public and private sector. It,s so

theatrical. It would be funny if it weren,t so functional.

0rias: If you actually look at the function of these

casinos, each one literally is a city unto itself.

Hickey: They're little city-states, little Italian city-

states.

Van Gorp: They're extremely diagrammed. I mean, if
you're mindful of it, you feel like you,re being com-

pletely manipulated by all those processes. The way

you're processed through spaces, the theme, the

sounds, the smell.

Gamez: The degree to which you buy into Disney,s

main street.

Hickey: At the same time I think Americans are a lit-

tle more sophisticated than to suspect themselves of

being manipulated like that.

Van Gorp: Isn't Vegas about manipulating people,

turning them upside down and shaklng every nickel

out of their pockets and sending them back home?

0rias: I think that people have to take responsibility for

their own selves as well. They go into a structure know-

ing they're going in there to gamble and they,re going in

there to try to beat the house, and if they don,t beat the

house at least be enteftained while they,re losing. So we

try t0 create an envi ronment for them that they,re enter-

tained in, not necessarily to keep them involved-that,s

the gaming consultant's job, to keep the slots moving

and to keep them exciting. But our job as architects and

designers is to keep people happy where they are, keep

them comfortable, keep them warm, keep them safe,

keep them entertained, so there,s always some detail

they can look at and be excited about and come back for

more. So it's really not so much about manipulation; it/s

really more about entertainment.

Hickey: Your numbers may be better than mine, but I

hear that 85 percent of people in a casino every day

don't gamble. That means 15 percent of the people

that go into the casino gamble. A lot of people go into

a lot of casinos, of course. But in my experience that

sounds about right.

Gamez: Quite a few of the casinos now are structured

in a way as to not rely totally on gaming-related prof-

its. So it's entertainment, it,s restaurants, it,s com-

modities, shopping ...

0rias: It's also coming at a female, which I,m all up

for. For the longest time, bathrooms were just bath-

rooms/ now they're themed environments, and for me

that's a big plus. I like being in a nice, beautiful, clean

bathroom, and New York-New York,s was kind of a

first in having each bathroom be differen! and then

Paris took it even more. We,ve got pedestal-sur-

rounded sinks from Europe. We get calls all the time

saying, "We'd like this for our house. Can you tell us

where you got that?" And that, to us, is a very suc-

cessful thing, when people want to emulate something

in their own home. That,s how comfortable they feel.

Van Gorp: But the Strip's been completely sanitized,

hasn't it? I mean when Bugsy opened his casino, gam-

bling was about gambling. Now gambling is about

entertainmenq it's not gambling anymore, it,s gaming.

Kubat: Back then it was an opportunity to do some-
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thing different, t0 come here from California for a

certain set of people and do something very different

and naughty and dress up and get entertainment in a

different way. I would suspect that gambling wasn,t

the only reason that people came.

Hickey: I do think there are little sequences in urban

fashion. The lower end of the Strip is certainly a little

fashion for Reagan-ite tVlBAs from Wharton School of

Business who thought they were going to make family

environments, and it actually did help the off-season.

Now the bottom of the Strip is for summer and the rest

is for the season. But it was a disaster, and I think the

next little phase is this sort of Minneapolisization,

Guilliani-ization of American cities, in which we tidy

everything up and make everybody walk on the side-

walk. But that's probably as transient as the family val-

ues movement at the bottom of the Strip.

Van Gorp: Well, we've sanitized our casinos, too. I

mean, there's no nudie bar in Times Square of New

York-New York, there's no little whorehouse around

the corner.

Gamez: There's no nudie bar in Times Square any-

more. This is where it gets dangerous: The sanitation

and sort of family values version of Vegas works so

well that people go home and say, "Why can,t we

clean up Times Square and make this kind of a com-

modified version?"

Hickey: Some guy at the tvlirage told me, "Let/s just

face it it's easier to make one millionaire from Taiwan

happy than 10 rednecks in a camper, and you know

who's going to gamble." I think there,s an economic

common sense to that, but at the same time, there was-

n't much for people to do on the way from Disneyland

to the Grand Canyon in the summer-you know, those

German people in their short pants. And so it,s nice

that there's Excalibur and all that now. ILaughterl

Van Gorp: So, what's next? Steve Wynn says them-

ing is over. So where are we going next with all this?

Where's the Strip going?

Hickey: I would say tha! stylistically, if I were doing

something right now I would open a retro neon casino.

Gamez: Do a Las Vegas-Las Vegas.

Van Gorp: Hey, Vegas-Vegas is mine. I,m going to sell

that idea and retire.

Hickey: That would be my instincf though, to go back

and do a retro neon Liberace casino. That,s where the

logic is. Adults have money; children don,t have money.

Gamez: I guess there are two possible simultaneous

directions. 0ne is to figure out the next great theme

that helps regenerate the next cycle (and there,s prob-

ably a lull in between now and then). And the other

direction seems to be to turn the Strip into main

street, put the big civic institutions on main street, put

the Guggenheim on main street, put Wal-lVlart on

main street. Putting Wal-lVlart on the Strip might

actually work for some people who do not think about

that area as the core of where we live. It acts as a

division and certainly a lot of people work there, a Iot

of people go to certain places for dinner and shows,

but it doesn't properly act as a main street, though.

Hickey: I would suggest to you that there are tremen-

dous virtues to having a city without a center and

there are tremendous virtues to having a society with-

out a community. To be honest, nobody ever said the

word "community" to me and then gave me permis-

sion to do something. I mean, it is a word that is

almost inevitably used to control people and to

restrict their behavior, and I've never heard it used in

a positive sense, ever. And so fantasies of community

seem to be just part of our nostalgia for the farm or

for the small town. In my experience, I,ve lived in a

small town; I don/t want to go back there.

Van Gorp: So we,re not gonna have Iowa the Casino.

Hickey: Well, no. We could set up a situation where

everyone could go through their neighbor,s garbage

and it would make them feel at home. [LaughterJ

Van Gorp: It seems like theming is invading our lives

now. I can't even go out to dinner without having to

go to a themed restaurant, even out in the suburbs

now. Why is theming invading all of our regular archi-

tecture as wel l?

Hickey: Well, because we don't have the culture here,

and we're not supposed to-this is an economic soci-

ety. There's no cultural continuity, there,s no ethnic

continuity, there's no climatic continuity-it,s an eco-

nomic society. We're a lot of different people, and I

like it better than what we had before.

Gamez: I think the structure of the economy is such

that there's got to be a theme just about anywhere you

go. The idea of newness, the idea of uniqueness, the

idea of providing experiences lends itself to creating

packages in a certain way. In our global capitalist

society, we/ve got large commercial vernaculars, and

they compete head to head, for better or worse.

Hickey: And I think you have to admit that demo-

cratic societies/ going back to the Roman Republic,

are inherently theatrical. The idea is that we behave

in public in a way that expresses the values we have.

So it is a theater of public life, it,s not like some sort

of private Protestant devotion. It is an externalized

culture by its nature because we don,t have anything

inside in common.

Van Gorp: If we're building smoke and mirrors all the

time, is it real architecture? Are we ever going to

achieve a real architecture here in Vegas?

Hickey: What is real architecture?

Orias: That's exactly what I was going to ask.

Gamez: I think if you talk to [architectural historian]

Vincent Scully, he'd say "no.,, I think what we have

to begin to do is expand, bend our little definitions

here a little bit to figure out what this stuff is.

Because the more I try to teach things, the more I,ve

come to the realization that we have very little of

what we traditionally understand as architecture.

What we do have is this funny postindustrial frag-

mented landscape that gets dominated by private

interests, individual expressions and individual expe-

riences. They're not collective experiences. We don,t

even have a clear understanding of the public realm

anymore or what constitutes it, where it belongs ...

Hickey: Well, our idea of the citizenry comes out of the

idea of collective identity that,s an industrial fantasy.

You know, it's like people are really differen! and the

more different a postindustrial culture becomes the

more distinct they're going to become. . .. I don,t know

any normal people anymore.
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Gamez: Steve, you know you and I talk quite often

and sit on slightly different urban fences, I'd say. And

I respect quite a bit of what's behind the rhetoric of

New Urbanism, that we should have pedestrian-

friendly places, there should be certain kinds of coher-

ent pieces, and so forth, but I have a lot of problems

with the models from which that stuff sprlngs. You

know, it comes from older models such as the urban

fabric found along major East Coast cities or like the

area of Boston shaped around a park space.

Van Gorp: And Classicism.

Gamez: It doesn/t resonate with my cultural back-

ground-l have a hard time fitting. I feel very at home

in LA and it's nothing but a mess. But I love LA, and

my hope is that Vegas will become more messy and

ingrown and overlaid in the way that LA is. Then the

Strip is like Wilshire, it runs all the way through but

it's like going through five different cities. That would

be great. And it should be allowed to do that. There is

a certain amount of maybe strong-handed planning we

should enforce so we can come back in and fill in a few

of these empty pockets so that we get a greater kind of

funny diversity inside. But we should just kind of let it

sprawl a little bit more to a point, within reason.

Hickey: The funniest thing that I've noticed here is the

thrust to lVlidwesternize Vegas is so enormous. [Vlaybe

it comes from Jan [JonesJ, I don't know But I was on

a committee and they were talking about putting in a

performing arts center Downtown. They wanted to put

up a theater so we could have musical comedies. At

that time there were only three musical comedies run-

ning on the Strip, and there was a Minneapolis archi-

tect there with me, and I said, .'0K, this is Las Vegas,

why don'twe have an opera house? This is the one thing

that would be the natural extension of this culture that

we could do world-class, that we could fill up every

night, that every goombah in town would be there with

his grandmother in the vile dress. It would be a won-

derful social experience ..." Silence. We want people

to come in from the suburbs and experience No No

Nanette. And so what I'm saying is, the idea of embrac-

ing what in fact Vegas is, which isthe onlytown in the

world where I don't know where the Episcopal church

is ... There seems to be a lot of resistance to that, and

I find it fairly mysterious. I agree with you, I would

rather look like Korea Town than Minneapolis or

Philadelphia, God help us.

Kubat: There are several different environments obvi-

ously around here, and living environments may be

different from some of our commercial environments,

specifically different from our themed Strip environ-

ment. And I find the Strip a fascinating place. I think

it is architecture, it's not architecture in the same def-

inition as in some other places. It,s not being designed

to necessarily the same rules and some of the same

expression, but there's terrific expression of architec-

ture. It's a little bit like originally [\/orris Lapidas

being defamed for what he was doing, creating envi-

ronments in [Vliami Beach-and after the fact he was

a terrific influence on a whole period of architecture.

Hickey: Well, t\/orris lnvented public American

space. I mean, he invented the American store.

Kubat: So I think that it is architecture, but I don,t

think it's necessarily something that everybody wants

around them at all times; and therefore we have this

little split, a kind of dichotomy of ,,we put it here, we

welcome it, lt's our economic engine, we go to i!,,but
when we go home, for a lot of people, they want to be

as far away from it as they can.

Gamez: But then we go and we put the slot machines

in our Vons and we buy up into Summerlin, the ulti-

mate themed environment, villages and pseudo public

spaces. I mean, look at the newspaper print ads;

Summerlin is entirely about package, about image,

about theme, about a particular image of what lt
means to have a home.

Hickey: Sort of Sammy Davis Jr., Italian kind of

ambience. If there's a shame in Las Vegas it,s in

Green Valley. That and in Summerlin. That is one of

the great architectural travesties. I mean, if you look

at the history of modern architecture, you have to

understand Edison invented the electric light a long

time ago, and modern architecture has yet to come to

terms with it. You know what I mean? And air condi-

tioning and the electric light and all of this, and we,re

sitting there looking at the library at Cornell as our

ideal. I think just because Vegas architecture inte-

grates such recent invention as the Iight bulb, it real-

ly doesn't distinguish it from the history of Western

architecture. 0r just because modern architect Colin

Rowe doesn't like lights doesn't mean that there,s

anything wrong with it.

Gamez: And this might be the one thins besides this

idea that Vegas is constantly new and can blow up

some building and a couple years later something big-

ger and better will be there; and a few years later it,ll

blow up and rekindle the cycle, not unlike the Roman

Catholic Church used to do, l(nocking down churches

and building right back on top. ... The cycle is a lot

longer now. There's a question of scales and speed and

time frames that we were mentioning earlier. But the

whole idea that we want to have the Strip sort of

"over there," but that we want to go home away from

it. ... I think there's an inherent contradiction in just

about everything that we build in this landscape, and

it's all tied back to some idea of a package, of a com-

modity. And marketing in this town is about as good

as it gets, regardless of what anybody says. They,re

selling 10,000 units of houses-l don,t know how

often/ a month or a day-because there,s something

about the package, about Vegas, that they want to buy

into, whether it's the condo apartment type, whether

vacationing or whether it,s buying the American

dream in the suburbs of Vegas. And somehow the

theme of Summerlin distinguishes it from Vegas,

which is the whole premise behind Green Valley:

We're not Vegas.

Kubat: It is different. 0n one level it is, and yet some

of the biggest dilemmas out of that have been exactly

that, when we have the Regent at Summerlin or some

other [placeJ that brings gaming out into that envi-

ronment/ there's a Iot of people that are upset because

it is invading the concept of the separation. And, on

the other hand, to provide services, to provide restau-

rants to provide jobs, to provide hotel rooms ln a

broader community-in this town it comes from gam-
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"Architects in this Valley could do a better job in trying to help the devetopment community
figure out what's the right architectural expression for this kind of environment." chartes t(ubat

ing-whether that/s the intent or the byproduct. It

seems like the same with the grocery stores and with

everything else. The few machines in a grocery store

take care of all the overhead of that grocery store

basically on a yearly, monthly basis, and so why not-
if they can do it, why not? We're going to have gam-

ing in anything that's legal to put it in.

Van Gorp: Let's wrap up our suburban postindustrial

conversation. In the middle of a magnesium swamp in

Henderson, we're about to build a Georgian-revival

Henderson State College. What in the world is that

about? Why do we need a themed college?

Hickey: I went to a themed college, at SIMU. It was

the perfect Georgian version of the University of

Virginia. I don't think that's critical, they can do any-

thing they want to, by my book. I think it,s silly.

Theming is not really the issue in a university; it,s sig-

nage. No, what I'm saying is universities are prohibi-

tive environments because you can't look at the build-

ing and see what the hell it is. I can't. You design uni-

versities to keep alien people off of it, and that,s what

it's for, so you can look at it and it doesn't say

"Business Building" in neon, it says "George Bloom

Building," very small, and you either have to know

that or find an English-speal<ing student.

Kubat: 0ne way to add credibility to whatever it is, is

you give it an image of someplace else, and especial-

ly someplace of some reverence or some other place of

higher learning that you are emulating. So that's real-

ly what it's abou! it's establishing sort of an instant

credibility to the extent that you can.

Gamez: If it's got some lvy, it's old and it's solid and

stable. That's the funny thing about this place; nostal-

gia is so pervasive in contemporary society-and, in

certain ways, particularly here-that it tends to drive

everything you want. But you don't want it old, you

want it new with the new-carpet smell and everything,

but it's got to lool< like it lives in the world of old

things so it can carry that same kind of clout.

Hickey: You do have a situation here in the public

sector and the academic sector where these are the

main people in town who are not here because they

want to be here. They're here because they got a job

here. I moved here because I like Las Vegas, but I

have no colleagues that did-hardly anyone at the

university itself that did. Everybody came here

because they got a job here. They don,t like Las

Vegas; they wish it were Bloomington, Indiana; they

wish it were Austin, Texas. And so, as a consequence,

you've got a real kind of suburban bourgeois core of

thinking in the public sector and in the academic sec-

tor that cannot imagine why anyone would want to

live in Vegas except for tenure and benefits and things

like that.

Van Gorp: So it's all us assholes who have moved

here screwing up the place. So what should Vegas be

then?

Hickey: I don/t care what it is. I mean, I like it the way

it is. What I'm saying is that one of the nice things

about Las Vegas is, in general, that it's like the beach.

I have a place in Ocean Beach down in San Diego. It
doesn/t matter how poor you are, you wake up in 0cean

Beach and you say, "Whoa! I'm at the beach, I'm not

in Salt Lake City." And a lot of people here wake up

here in Vegas and say, "0h, thanl< God, I,m not in

Ithaca anymore." But there's a public servant sector

here which is not driven by desire, but by security and

things like that, that simply does not have access to

that whole world of value. A lot of Americans go where

they want to go, and then get a job, and so the city, as

I say, ... the theatrical schism between the public and

private sector is more theatrical here than any place

I've ever lived. There's no connection whatsoever.

Van Gorp: What is this great architectural stage

called Summerlin then?

Kubat: I never called it a great architectural stage.

Van Gorp: No, I just did.

Kubat: I listened with interest to your comments about

community and the false idea of community, and I

guess that really is in the perception of each individual.

I think that that's a perfectly valid perception lf that,s

what you're looking for, that's where your life is or

whatever. But there's a whole lot of population that

may have a different percepti0n. What we aspire to is

to create through references and through the kind of

environments that we provide, as well as the activities

and the organization and so on, an opportunity to come

to a new place and find elements of a lot of differen!

very disparate groups of people, find elements of things

that in fact do provide community for them-that pro-

vide common experiences, that provide a certain

amount of safety, that provide some things that they're

familiar with, some green trees and some grass-things

done in a responsible way relative to the desert. That's

a lot of what Summerlin's success has been; it's found

a way to create a variety of environments that people

have voted with their feet that they like to be around.

They like the environment that it/s created. They like

the kind of settings that have enabled them to meet

other people and so on. Now, it's not for everybody.

Gamez: As a marketing structure, it's LA in the

1920s, right?

Hickey: It's LA without blacl< people.

Gamez: Yeah, and with gates. I mean, contractors and

developers were doing this kind of thing years ago

where you bought a house out of five catalog choices

and it lool<ed kind of like this and everybody's kind of

like that. Again it's a question of scale, partly, you built

20 houses as opposed to 10,000 at a time. But image

and nostalgia remained important because everyone

coming from the lV idwest or the East was part and par-
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cel of the whole project in building most of Los Angeles.

So it's not particularly new, and it's a fairly well-proven

marketing strategy that worl<s to sell a product. The

danger is that you begin to create a prepackaged sense

of community-that community doesn't evolve organi-

cally, be it a dangerous version of community or not,

however we want to think about it. But the idea that

you can't pull your engine block in your front yard in

Summerlin, the idea that you can't paint your house

any color you want in Summerlin, these are things that

begin, when you start to talk about the notion of com-

munity, to actually infringe upon individual rights in

many ways/ at least in my opinion. I wouldn,t be able

to live there because I couldn't freely express my own

personal voice. So I choose not to live there, but a lot

of people don't have that choice.

Kubat: It's interesting. It does infringe upon certain

rights, but people have willingly given up certain

rights to get other things in terms...

Gamez: I think that's inherently dangerous.

Kubat: ... ln terms of the type of neighborhood they

have, or what they want in the investment, long-term

investment in their house. The interesting thing here

is, people have chosen to do tha! no one's forced them

to come to Summerlin versus someplace else, because

there's a lot of other housing choices around the com-

munity where you don't have to do that.

Gamez: There aren't many, actually. I'm a fairly

recent newcomer to this town, me and my wife, and

there are a couple of neighborhoods in which there,s

some older housing stock that doesn't have gates.

There are a couple of neighborhoods that don,t feel a

I ittle bit unsafe.

Hickey: This is the safest city 1've ever lived in.

Gamez: And there's a real perception of fear particu-

larly lrom people in Summerlin, where my wife works,

who'll say, "You bought where? You live where? Oh

my God, that's the ghettol" But if you come into my

neighborhood... it's the friendliest place I,ve ever

been. It's exactly the opposite.

Hickey: I agree. This is the friendliest town I've ever

lived in.

Gamez: But I think there's a real danger, and I don,t

necessarily share your definition or your understanding

of community. I think community can be used in very

positive ways. But this is an example where there,s a

very thin line you have to walk, and to produce it at the

scales at which it gets produced begins to tip the bal-

ance in a way that I can't frankly agree with.

Hickey: Community is not about inclusion; community

is about exclusion, by definition-people in the com-

munity, people out of the community. If there were no

people out of the community, you wouldn,t need to call

it community. W. H. Auden said if there are people at a

table and three people are having steak and one is eat-

ing chicken, you don't have a mixed community, you

have two communities, period. So I don,t know about

the walls and the gates. It works 0l( in lVlexico City.

You need better weapons-and it seems to be going in

that direction. Where I was down there, it,s really

great-they got great weapons/ glass on the walls ...

0rias: In defense of Summerlin, I live there. I chose

that area because it was convenient. They took vi I lage

concepts that were proven over time to be very con-

venient for people.

Kuhat: Summerlin may represent positives to a lot of

people; it may represent some negatives to people. It,s

got a lot of positives, from my point of view obviously.

... A lot of pretty miserable choices are out there/ and

a lot of pretty miserable environments are being creat-

ed even as we speak [based onl the process of both land

assembly, the lowest common denominator for what

you need to build, and the level of demand from the

public sector about what someone must do. 0n one

hand, it provides affordable houslng to some degree,

but at the same time I'm concerned about what kind of

environment it ultimately leaves us with. What kind of

a legacy does it leave us with? It is the same kind of

legacy potentially that we had with some of the earliest

housing here, that has not maintained itself well over

time, and is in fact throwaway. It's sad that I think

we're buildinq in obsolescence in a lot of those areas.

Gamez: The fundamental problem with any kind of

consumer industry, architecture and real estate now

bound up in that, is that it has to constantly be new,

it has to constantly sell itself, which means it has to

constantly reinvent itsell which means something is

going to fall out of fashion, something,s going to fall

out of favor, something's gonna have to get disposed

of. We are not a culture that invests long haul in many

things, and our urban landscape in some ways reflects

that. So how does it mature?

Hickey: I think in the end, one of the interesting things

about Vegas is that there's nothing built into the system

that allows it to mature, because the process of com-

munities maturing has to do with the establishment of

social institutions that bridge the public and the private

with country clubs, athletic clubs-this whole thing

where the mayor and the business people all hang out

together. And this is not going to happen here.

Van Gorp: No society, no community?

Hickey: No, it's got a society; it just doesn,t have a

community. I mean, it's not gonna happen here. We

don't have a white Protestant upper-middle class like

the rest of America.

Gamez: But we're gaining that.

Hickey: I hope not.

Kuhat: I'm not sure that I agree. IVlaybe that,s the

way it is now and that's the way it's been, but I think

it's evolving. IVlore people are coming here from a

variety of places that are looking for-at least a cer-

tain percentage of them are looking for-some of

things that you just said were not here.

Hickey: I agree with you. That means, what they

basically want is the privilege of no state income tax

and [Vlinneapolis. And so that's what they want, but

that's not necessarily a good way to run a city.

Kubat: I think it is a good way to run a city in the

sense that you've got some choices and, again, there,s

some variety. There's a whole group of folks who live

here in Las Vegas that want it to be absolutely the

way it was or want it to be "no rules." In fact, there,s

a lot of diverse kinds of people who can live here, and

I don't think it's bad that there's a certain percentage

of people that want to institute some new institutions

and some new culture.
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Gamez: That's not necessarily a bad thing, as you say,

and certainly this is a place that should be able to

absorb a diverse network of people.

Kubat: It's accepting of a lot of things.

Hickey: If you look at the long-term development of

urban life in America, I think you have to remember

that Vegas is not an unusual place. Vegas is the '70s.

America has been puritanized since the'70s. Vegas is

not. Vegas is just like Fort Worth was. Vegas is just

like Kansas City was. Vegas is just a normal

American city that hasn't had the hegemony of

N ortheastern-l iberal-urban-planning-al leviation-of-

anxiety-happy-open-spaces imposed on them.

Van Gorp: Well, I'm working on that Downtown right

now, though. tLaughterl

Hickey: But what he's saying is, Vegas is not really the

beginning of anything in a sense, it's the last of some-

thing about America that doesn't exist anywhere else,

except maybe in Miami and New 0rleans.

Gamez: The question is whether or not it can with-

stand an onslaught...

Hickey: I don't think it can. Ultimately, the federal

government will tax gaming and it'll just disappear.

Van Gorp: So Vegas will burn itself out?

Hickey: Well, no, the government will come in and

try to take money from gaming. It'll change the odds,

the games will change, it'll be over. It's what hap-

pened in most big gaming cities in America.

Eventually the money looks too fat for the people. You

know, you have this classic thing, the puritans from

the Midwest hate gaming; the Northeastern liberals

who don't mind gaming want the money for their pub-

lic projects. They get together, they tax gaming, it,s

over. The odds are the odds, that is a statistical thing.

And so I don't think you can run a big gaming indus-

try with the house taking an additional seven percent.

Van Gorp: Does anyone have a a more rosy/ optimistic

view for Vegas? [LaughterJ

0rias: I hope he's not right because that's my liveli-

hood there. I never thought of it that way. We're doing

a lot of Indian gaming right now, and a lot of that

money goes to building the infrastructure for the

native nations, and they're getting very, very fat right

now on that. So I certainly would like to think the

money gets a little bit more distributed in a fair way

following the first-nation environment, where it goes

t0 the people first and then the tribal counsel allocates

it in a proper fashion.

Gamez: That ain't gonna happen in Vegas.

Hickey: I sat down in front of my first Navajo black-

jack dealer the other day over on the Strip, so things

aren't all great down on the rez.

Van Gorp: You know I've filed my claim. I think I,m

one-sixteenth Wynn tribe. I/ve been trying to get my

share. ILaughter] I don/t think it's gonna happen.

Gamez: My hope is that it does exactly what I was

describing earlier-gets nicely congested, we get a

big, funny, [Vlanhattanized-looking Strip that runs the

length of the Valley. It's like Wilshire down in LA.

You get slightly tighter, yet loose in a certain way-at

least "fragmented" in the sort of Postmodern rheto-

ric. I don't think we'll ever have the sort of cohesive

landscape that people who desire that recall-that

kind of landscape never existed anyway. But we/re

certainly not going to have the cohesiveness of an

East Coast kind of Boston common.

Van Gorp: So accept the mess, accept the theming?

Gamez: Yeah, accept it and let it sort of do its thing

within reason. Let the Strip do what the hell it wants to

do. Let it get bigger and louder when it needs to.

Van Gorp: Who gets to determine that reason? Who

gets to set the rules?

Hickey: The golden rule: He who has the gold make

the rules.

Gamez: That's gonna happen and, frankly, you have

to accept that, and we can only hope the wealth gets

distributed a little more evenly.

Hickey: We should hope that America turns out, that

we turn out as well as Boston, which is probably the

most evil and ill-bred and scofflaw city in the history

of the world. I was there for 48 hours, and I never saw

anybody stop for a red li9ht. You have a complete col-

lapse of civil society out there-which is what hap-

pens when puritan hegemonies Iose their authority;

they can't replace the repression with anything. That's

the amazing thing I find about Vegas; in general, it's

an amazingly law-abiding city. It's the only place I've

ever lived where people drive the speed limit in a

school zone-voluntariiy. It really is. People stop here

and people take care here because they know they

won't be arrested. I think we do a good job of dis-

couraging disorganized crime here in general. I find it

to be a very, very pleasant well-behaved place to live.

Van Gorp: So what advice do you have for our archi-

tectural brethren? What words of wisdom would you

give to the architectural community?

0rias: Well, I'd really like to see more diversity in

housing. That's something that we really need and

people out there are hungry for.

Gamezr I think in the commercial world as well. I

don't think every corner needs a strip mal l, or that the

same Home Depot, the same Starbucks and the same

Walgreens. There are other franchises we could bor-

row-at leas! if not sort of inventing some new mom-

and-pops to fill those slots. i think there's a greater

diversity both in the commercial and residential land-

scape that we really need.

Van Gorp: How can the architectural community help

the development community to expand and see beyond

the standard boxes built now?

Gamez: We don't do a good job of prodding debates.

We don't do a good job in the architectural community

of putting ideas out there. We generally sell ourselves

out. We/re part and parcel of the problem right now.

0rias: This is an excellent first step. It's great to have

a magazine nowthalsaysArchitecture Las Vegas onit,

because that way we start to have an identity and a

voice. And one of the nice things about this city is that

it has a Strip. The Strip has a life of its own. It's a

crazy, wild, wonderful, bizarre thing that has no rules,

really. How many cities will let you have this plastic

moveable monster that can do whatever it wants, and

you expect to go and make fun of its own self?

Hickey: Whatever its vices, it doesn't take itself seri-

ously.

Kubat: I agree with that about the Strip. At the same
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in this Valley could do a

better job in trying to help

the development communi-

ty figure out what's the

right architectural expres-

sion really for this kind of

environment. What works

real ly the best i n the

desert?

Gamez: That's very much a

double-sided coin, though.

Arguably, we're not doing a

qood job with that from the architectural perspective,

but there isn't a wide audience for that kind of oppor-

tunity in the development sector. How are you going to

build a variety of housing types if you,ve got a packaged

Summerlin, a pacl<aged Green Valley? And then the

other thing is, there's a large market tha! as you said,

wants red tile and stucco. It looks like home, it feels

slightly different from someplace else, it lool<s new and

good. It's not necessarily offensive. But when you

spread it around 10/000 units, it begins to lool( the

same. If diversity is something we actually want to

encourage, then both the architectural community and

the development community need to think more broad-

ly about the kinds of things we can Iive in.

Hickey: Right. There's actually a fairly wide pathway

of stylistic options in arid land environments. There,s

something between Santa Fe and Rancho lVlirage ...

and those farmer cultures. And also there,s major

urban metropolises.

Kubat: I thinl< there are some very good attempts

locally at finding the right voice for local architec-

ture-locally appropriate architecture f rom a resi-

dential point of view and from a commercial point of

view. There's a lot of really bad stuff that,s being

done, too, and it's being done by local architects as

well as out-of-town architects.

Gamez: That's the problem: The percentage of good

architecture gets washed away by the overwhelming

percentage of the things that are average at best.

who have been treated so

roughly by the Las Vegas

government on commis-

sions that they won't be

bac k.

Gamez: I thinl< we're not

widely accepting right

now, so there's something

Kubat: For example, when the county government

center was done-and some people may hate it and

some people may love it-when I came ...

Hickeyr The name Saddam Hussein springs to mind.

Kuhat: But at the same time, for me, it was one of the

first buildings that tried to express its place here in the

unique place of Las Vegas, and it,s not themed in the

same sense that the Strip is themed. But it was look-

ing for a use of materials and forms and other things

that seemed to fit. I thought that it made a terrifical-

ly positive statement about trying something new.

Hickey: Well, I don't know It really embodies what

was considered to be polite aesthetic values here ... you

know, the sticl<s ln the ceiling, the whole l<ind of Santa

Fe-Scottsdale thing. It seems lil<e an embodiment of the

sort of whole bourgeois, spiritual desert Iogic. So, hav-

ing lived in those places, I find it a llttle terrifying.

Kubat: At least it was trying to find what is the voice

for this environment. That's a challenge. What I,m say-

ing is, it's certainly not the only expression and the only

challenge out there for architects, but it's a challenge

that certainly more worl< could be done on.

Gamez: I think they were wise to at least try it. IVlaybe

they weren't 100 percent successful, or 50 percent suc-

cessful. But the library system used to try. They don,t

anymore/ right? And they got spanked on the hand a lit-

tle bit for trying, and that is the city at large in many

ways saying we don't want good archltecture.

Hickey: I can give you a list of about four sort of

that has to change not only

from the development

community and the archi-

tectural community, but

f rom the consuming public at large. And I don,t thinl<

it's a question of education. I do think we have a fair-

ly sophisticated population. They know what they like

and what they don't lil<e.

Hickey: But we do have an entrenched anticultural

newspaper environment. You have an entrenched anti-

cultural environment down at the courthouse. you have

a deep basic hostility to cosmopolitan culture in a lot of

the major institutions-which doesn't bother me at all,

because if I want to see a movie I can go to LA. Bu!

in general, these are not particularly solvable problems.

There's never been a moment of cultural enlightenment

in the city government in my history.

Gamez: But I think as you get a greater density of peo-

ple coming from other places, that have things that they

like, you'll start to see those get imported as well.

lVlaybe that's not the best way to do it. We import other

cities onto the Strip, but maybe we have to thinl< about

where these other things we need come from and how

they get reshaped to fit our landscape. I think quite

often they don't get reshaped in the translation, they

get plopped in. That's really probably the biggest prob-

lem. Because this is a place that's going to import

everything. We're in the desert, we can,t get a good

head of lettuce, or we can't get a lot of things, because

things are probably going to come from someplace else.

That's probably 0 K. It's in the translation that we have

to begin to work out the details a little more carefully.

Van Gorp: I thinl< that's a perfect final note.
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Flaunt the Gity Electric

AT THE END 0F WHAT IS PERHAPS HIS GREATEST NOVEL, An American

Dream, in 1964, Norman IVailer gives us a vision of Las Vegas:

The night before I left Las Vegas I walked out in the desert to /ook at the moon.

There was a jewe/ed city on the horizon, spires rising in the night, but the jewels

were diadems of electric and the spires were the neon of signs I 0 stories high . I was

not good enough to c/imb up and pu// them down. So I wandered farther out to the

desert where the mad before me had come, and thought of wa/king into ambush.

IVlailer gives us the great glittering 0z of gambling, isolated in its desert vast-

ness, beckoning America with its vision of reality dissolving into the starry night.

With enough technology, IVlailer felt, we could fulfill our destiny, however tragic

that fate might be.

A few years later, the architect Robert Venturi added formal analysis to this

vision. Las Vegas was, he thought, the realm of "electronic expressionism.,, He

noted that the dark labyrinths of casinos were designed to lose gamblers in time and

space, and that buildings here disappeared behind billboards. He saw a new world

in which physical form would dissolve in favor of nothing but signs and lights.

Today's reality is somewhat different-even if the city ever really answered to

these great visions. The critic Dave Hickey sees Las Vegas as the place where

America's puritan facade dissolves into a catholic taste for water, sin and redemption

through risl<-taking. But even that rather seedier vision of a melting certainty shares

with the earlier visions one great fault: It ignores Las Vegas to look only at the Strip.

Las Vegas is, after all, a city that this year will have 1.5 million inhabitants.

The desert is far away now, beyond the outer reaches of sprawl. Lil<e other cities in

the Southwest, Las Vegas is a place where not only are buildings disappearing into

diadems of electric Iights, but where the very idea of a city is being flooded by the

tide of red-tile roofs. The Strip is an island of slow-motion traffic around which

most natives navigate, making only strategic forays into the resorts for haute cui-

sine or high fashion. What used to be downtown is now less about Fremont Street

than a place where bureaucrats make judgments and people are jailed. Instead of

community centers, such as schools, that organize neighborhoods, Las Vegas is

BY AARON BETSI(Y

building concrete bunkers, each one nearly identical, dotted throughout the Valley.

Even the few attempts to create some sense of place, such as the wonderful library

building program of the late 1980s, have been discarded. Drive in any part of Las

Vegas but the Strip, and you could be anywhere.

0f course, the Strip still gives identity to the city, but now that is exactly because

it is the one thing that-as a whole-does not disappear. The march of tall buildings

has created a human answer to the peaks surrounding the Valley. It is a geographi-

cal fact. This man-made mesa helps orient drivers through the sprawling mess with

the same clarity that the Empire State Building or the Hollywood sign act as land-

marks. It feeds Las Vegans as wel I as tourists with visions of other and better worlds

that let us all escape from the messy reality we have made for ourselves.

And so now and then an architect will take those fantasies, harness them to the

reality of the place and produce a building that promises to remind Las Vegas that

it is real. Whether it is a tVark lVlack-designed house in Summerlin, Tate and

Snyder's airport addition or Eric Strain,s design for the [Vlormon Fort Visitor

Center, there are small moments where architecture becomes strong enough, evoca-

tive enough, and enough about how we can actually inhabit this inhospitable terrain,

that it makes us wonder whether there can be a Las Vegas we can actually point to

with pride of place.

If Las Vegas is ever going to be more than a patch of deser! a strip of casinos

and a lot of sprawl, there will have to be. The debate is still open over what it might

mean to be real in a city that adores escape and that is built in a place where real-

ity is so harsh that this amount of people should probably not be Iiving there. I still

hope there might be some form of electronic expressionism thatwill let us see and

understand all those systems/ from electric wires to water and sewage lines to air-

conditioning chillers, that actually mal<e this place inhabitable.

After all, the one theme you never see in Las Vegas is the one that does make it

real: the fact that this is a city founded on the importation of a vast amount of tech-

nology, from Hoover Dam to the military bases, to the cars that made the Strip, to

those glittering lights and gushing waterfalls. This is still an amazing apparition of

a city, but it is fast dissolving into sprawl. We should savor this city/s ability, alone

among America's metropoles, to flaunt the machinery-the neon lights, air condi-

tioning, electrical wiring, earthworks and water pipes-that make it all possible. I

hope that some day somebody in Las Vegas will sing alive not just the body, but the

city electric.

Aaron Betsky is the curator of architecture and design at the San Francisco

llluseum of Modern Art and a /ongtime observer of Las Vegas.
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